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The Clovis News
VOL.

1912

Contracts fo r Cut-o- ff

Finish the hou

in each year; Cash Prizes for Dead FHei
uired the first
Clovis, N. M., June 3. -- At o
pletion of the iast stretch, 96 Kear on
meeting of executive committee
miles, of the TaxkovColeman stead w
of the chamber of commerce of
reqiiireo
ar, and this city a campaign
cut-ofis ir. sight,
was inaugro to he urated against the house fly, arid
our correspondent has just
been advised that contract for
war has been declared. The
Those now living on home- chamber of commerce is offercompletion of the last 96 mile9 of
steads have the option to prove ing one hundred in cash prizes,
the long talked of Texico-Cole- man cut-ot- r
has been awarded up under the new or the old law, as follows: Any person under
We defeated eighteen years of age may enter
to Walter W. Henison, of Cush-ma- as they profer.
Secretary
of
the
the Interior as the contest, whichj is to be on
Ark. Mr. Denison is a
railroad builder of no small con- to reservations of timber, miner- from June 10 to June 22, and
cern, having built many 'miles al, etc., and no reservations the person delivering to the
of railroad in the western coun- whatever will be required under chamber of commerce the most
try and tire great Santa Fe sys- - the new law. The homesteader dead flies during the period is to
an congratulate itself upon as before gets a fee simple title receive a cash prize of $17.50.
Second prite, $12.50; third prize,
securing this gentleman to do to his land with his patent.
Please give this law all public- $8.00; fourth prize, $6.00, fifth
this work, which assures it to
prize $1.00; sixth prite, five each
.be done with dispatch. Mr. ity possible.
I shall pend copies of the law $3.00; seventh prize, six each,
Denison is no stranger to the
Santa Fe System. He built all to all newspapers as soon as it is $2.00; eighth prize twenty-fiv- e
each, $1.00--- a total of $100.00 in
the heavy grade between Lub- passed and printed.
forty-on- e
Very truly yours
prizes. In this matter
bock and Sweetwater, over the
H. B. Fergusson. the chamber of commerce is
k
for this company, some
working in harmony with the
two years ago.
&
Miliiren
city
Buchanan
council, and it is expected
In the completion of this 90
that
the educational value of
Sell Out
miles of line the Santa Fe sys
campaign
will be realized in
the
tem will have the most direct
II. H. rrracy, E. W. Baker and
public for a more
preparing
the
line of railroad from the Gulf F. W. Scott of Tulia, Texas, have
on sanitary conordinance
of Mexico to California, which bought out the hardware firm of strict
fraternity
The
ditions.
medical
certainly means something won- Miliiren &'Buchanan and will
city
taking
great inof
are
the
derful to their system, it being style the new fiim, Scott-Trac- y
campaign,
in
che
and it
terest
the only direct or most direct Hardware Co. Messrs. Buchacitiis
expected
whole
the
that
line between these two import- nan and Miliiren have been in
will
city
zenship
of
be
the
ant point.
Clovis since its infancy and were
close
aroused before the
of the
It also settles the question in one of the prime factors and campaign.
For
the
next
leading
upbuilding
in
its
citizens
minds of some as to the location
days
slogan
thirty
of
at
the
least
regret
genwe
to
these
of the balance of this line, some and
commerce
of
chamber
the
of
dispose
holdings.
of their
speculation has been on foot as tlemen
Clovis will be "Swat the fly."
to Lubbock being able to secure We sincerely hope that they will
find it to their interest to remain By the close of this campaign
it.
we expect to be able to say to
With the work beginning on in Clovis and continue in some
the world. "There are no flies
the cut-ofthe extension of the business.
We arc glad ttj welcome Mes- in Clovis." On with the b.r fe.
Crosbyton South Plains railway
"SWAT THE FLY" eastward to a connection with srs. Tracy. Baker and Scott to
the Gulf, Texas & Western; and Clovis. This institution will be
The first city in the world to
the laying of steel on the Altus. a branch of their store in Tulia. wage an organized warfare on
Lubbock, Roawell & El Paso line It is with pleasure Clovis greets the housefly was San Antonio,
within the next sixty days, Lub- such enterprising men and we Texas, and the period of this
bock will be a city of great act- give them a heart y welcome.
warfare was from June 14th to
Mr. E. W. Baker will take July 3rd cf last year. The reivity and this connected with
many substantial improvements charge of the business at this sult was the slaughter of 1,250,
going on in and around Lubbock place and bring his family to 000 flies, making a pyramid
will cause her population to Clovis shortly. Success to you, three feet high and five feet long
double within the next twelve gentlemen.
and according to Government fdestroying destructive
igures'
months. Amaril'.o News.
germs to the number of more
than one trillion.
Letter From Fergusson
10
The San Antonio Daily ExWashington, D.C. May 31, 1912.
press put on the contest which
Mr. Charles E. Dennis,
brought about those marvelous
Clovis, New Mexico.
results.
After the campaign
J car Sir:
was well under way the Express
am more than pleased. I even
was assisted by the Chamber of
feel
triumphant, to inform
Commerce, the Civic Improveyou that the new homestead law
Society and other organiment
by
agreed
on
been
the
House
has
zations, and nearly 2,000 child
and Senate conferees, and I
ren engaged in the contest.doubt, not it will become a law
speedily.
The winner of the first prize
The main points are as follows:
Edgar
W. F.
returned Satur- was an eleven year old boy who
brought to the office of the ExThree years residence instead day from a business trip to
of 5, 5 months absence allowed
press, a forty pound sugar sack
f,

n,

cap-roc-

e

f;

Yards

Hope Domestic
for 72 Cents

E.E.Peoples Co.

-

Shallow Water Lands
In Black Water Draw of Bailey County, Texas, on
the Santa Fe Cut-Ofrom San Francisco to
ff

Galveston. Hurley, Texas, is
located in this tract.

65,000 acres irrigated and
been selling lands situated in this
we are in a position to know whei
Have eight irrigation wells in ope
Wells furnishing, accoi
possible.
Construction work of the S
while you can get bargains in tht

$

a.ik

that you do not delay, if you
Auto service to these lane

sired.

ttion.

Water from 10 to 35 feet.

Havi

ast three and one half years, therefor
are and can give you the benefit of same
nt time and more going in as fast ai

from 380 to 1850 gallons per minute
start in the near future. Comi
e prices of same are advancing,
esent time, and seme fine bargains. W't
on the ground floor. Cooperation de
,

will

Buy your ticket to Friona.

dear) flux

ring fori
OP"

i

in-

-

first tree sandwi

me tree pickles, the
boys and girls to and the fourth ti

Pr Year

Iheaucond
tree cake,
nonade.

rules for the
work by which was very valuaoy
ble. Among those rules are the
following: Molasses is not the
!,
Maudie
best 'bait' for the fly. but bread
i i
id Evans. Edna Clark, Elma
soaked in sweet milk is far betbes, Helen Coon, Maurine
ter. Flies will more quickly
congregate in a shady place neai
the sunshine than in the sun.
Sulphur is the best method of Messrs. Carl J,ove, Viotti Croft,
killing the fly after you get him Forrest Long. Henry Barrett,
in the trap. A small pinch of feo Evans, Temple Odorn. Of to
sulphur under a trap is sufficient Forbes, and Byrl Johnson.
to kill a whole trail full. !n thk
Washington campaign more than
7,000,000 flies were killed and the place the appearance of atWAR DECLARED
c;
Since the Clovis Chamber has the best health th city has ever tractiveness which it well deserknown
been
one
has
of the first ved.
declared war against, the pesky
The young ladies won for them
results.
housefly, I think every citizen
selves
the reputation of being
of our city should join the revoideal entertainers.
The
Priscilla
Embroidery
lution, as hundreds of lives are
lost annually by the poisonous Club with Mrs. Kennedy
J. U. G. Club With Mia
The Priscilla Embroidery Club
dose of various diseases administered to our people by the com met Saturday with Mrs. W. M.
Mildred Morgan.
mon house fly. More especially Kennedy at her home on North
Miss Mildred Morgan was hosis the dreaded typhoid germ Main Street, where the members tess Saturday night
for the J.
spread or conveyed by the house and guests were delightfully en- U. (1. Club
and very charmingly
fly as it has the capacity of car- tertained by the hostess. Roll
entertained the club at her pret
rying fifteen hundren germs on call was answered by a finished ty home. The affair
was a busi
each leg at. one time. Thus you piece. by Mrs. Day, pillow cases, ness meeting,"
new
three
memsee that one house fly from an also by Mrs. Dalton Reed, and bers being initiated into
the
infected place or district, has Mrs. Kennedy answered roll call club: Misses Alice Pierce, Neva
ample opportunity of inoculating by a pretty embroidered towel. Odom, and Nannon Noble.
Af
whole families or neighborhoods. Nothing was left undone to ter the business
was attended to
He may paas over the table, drop make the time pass pleasantly the young ladies
turned their atthis dreaded germ in our soup, and after an enjoyable afternoon tention to pariargum
is. At the
light on our bread or butter, sup a one course luncheon was serv- conclusion of the games ice
cream
out of the glass with us, etc. ed. Three guests were present and cake were served.
Thus (he people become inocula besides the eight regular memThose present were: Mildred
ted by having to contend with bers, and were Mrs. Coores, Miss Lauer, Mildred Morgan, Beasie
the filthy house fly in the dining Goodman and Mrs. Idea.
Woods, Nannon Noble. Alice
room" as well as other places.
Pierce, and Neva Odom. The
I was in the city of San Auto-ni- The
Woodman
Circle club meets next time with MildTexas last year during the
red Lauer in a Slumber Party
Entertain
war on flies in a like manner
The members of the Woo- Friday night.
proposed by our Chamber of dmen's
Circle aud their friends
Commerce, and the result in
were delightfully entertained at Mrs. C. E. Marsh Enterthat city shows that the typhoid the home of Mrs. Curley on
tains The E. C. and
statistics were lower than ever North Connelly Street.
The
before in history.
C. E, Club.
evening was pleasantly spent in
Everyone should join this singing and in various card
Mrs. C. E. Marsh very charmgreat movement for cleanliness games. Judging from the rev ingly entertained the E. C. and
and better health in our little elry and mirth, the ladies on the C. E. Club Friday afternoon
city.
entertainment committee had from 3 to 6 o'clock at her home
(Signed) P. Worley M. D. , Ph.G. things going the way they had at 106 North Sheldon St. DesHOW IT WORKED IN WORCESTER planned to have them go. There pite the warm weather interest
Dr. Clifton F. Hodge of Clark was also games and amusements never lacked and the afternoon
University put on this contest. for the little folks, the kind the was thoroughly enjoyed by all
from start to finish. At the
He &ave cash prizes to the younger set enjoy.
close
welof the evening Mrs. Marsh
Curley
Mrs.
feel
made all
amount of $650.00 and cleaned
delicious strawberries,
served
come
came
within her
that
the whole city of the fly pest.
cream,
and cake. The club
The contest lasted 20 days. The touch.
next
meets
time with Mrs. Parwinner of the first prize used
ker.
Miss
Beatrice
the following method of trapLidkey Hostess
ping the flies: He secured five
Woodmen Circle Jubilee
old abandoned screens and form
Miss Beatrice Lidkey, one of
The ladies of the Woodmen
ed them into a box, cutting a the most charming young ladies
hole in the top screen large of Clovis, entertained a number Circle entertained the members
enough to place a fly trap over of young people at her home, and their friends at Society Hall
it. He placed the corners of his Friday. Despite the warm wea- in a genuine good time, Wednesscreen box on small blocks rais ther the games were delightful- day night. Nothing was left undone to make the evening most
ing it a few inches a above the ly lively and of various kinds.
Every one present
ground. He then placed his
Delicious ice cream and two pleasant.
they
had
said
a good time and
were
dainty
servcakes
bait (using old fish heads for kinds of
they
did.
The
most appetizing
young
vied
with
folks
that purpose) on planks below ed. The
served, which
refreshments
were
declaring
Miss
the screen box. When this bait each other in
to
was
a
The ladies of
all.
treat
fdeal
Lidkey
to be an
hostess.
was covered with flies he would
Circie
deserve
credit in the
the
us.' a brush to scare the 'flies
and
push the
way
they
entertain
For
Ruth
Party
Farweil
and they always flew upward
lodge.
work
of
the
Hemphill.
into the trap. When he had
enough in the main box to fill
The THisses Helen. Ellen BarCheyenne, Wyo., June 6. A
his trap on top, he Would wrap ret, Maurine Reagan and Elma special
to the Tribune from
a dark cloth around the screen Forbes were the charming host- Washington today says President
box, and the flies would make esses for a farweil party given Taft assured Senator Warren
their way toward the light, to Miss Ruth Hemphill who ex- this morning that he would sign
three-yea- r
homestead bill
which brought them into the pects to leave in a few days for the
without any delay. It was re
small trap at the top. This he Kentucky to spend the summer. ported that the president con- continued with deadly effect un- The party was given at the prettil in the end of the contest he ty home of Miss Maurine Reagion of 1,219.000 flies. an. The affair was a lawn parhad ucoli
t was a close second ty which
the skillfull hostess
10
ection of 1,151,000, had so delightfully planned.
W 1n a
ird prize brought in The evening was spent in playwhile th
ing games on the lawn; later the
NTON, D. 0. CONTEST crowd adjourned to the house
THE WAI
live paper of where they were entertained by
The "i
Washing
music and singing from the different friends; and also parlor
well the one first result we wish
to call attention to was the fact
that, according to the Board of
Health of the city of San Antonio, tjiat city was freer from all
kinds of disease during last summer than any summer of its
long history, A second result
was the fact, that the educational value of the campaign resulted in more precautionary methods of .sanitation, and prepared
the public for a stricter enforcement of sanitary regulation s.

theev-nnieHo-

o,

Yards Calico

1

for

EGERTON LAND CO., T. S. Egerton,

Mgr.

Friona, Farmer County, Texas
Office Phone 51

full

$1.00

."a

39 Cents

Residence Phone 50
rved

two un

The

E.E. Peoples Co.

SUMMER TILLED CROPS
Dry

STOP

ESCAPE

Parmer

In

SUFFERED ALL
NIGHT LONG

Regions Should

d

Use Every Endeavor to

Farming Had Serious Backset in Past Two Years.

Crop Could Hava Been Rled
Had Campbell System of Tilling
and Storing of Rainfall Been
Put Into Practice.

8eml-Arl-

MOISTURE

OF

Prevent

tnre

irs dry

kPl In
farming has had the worat
many aeaeona or perhaps since tne series of unusually dry years In the early
nineties. However we have had but
few If any yeara In which a fair crop
could not have beon grown by the
Campbell system of summer tilling
one half of the land every year and
storing the rainfall, thprpby utilising
the molature of two years to produce
one crop, writes V. H. Hamilton In the
Denver Field and Farm. Ending with
1907 we had a series of years of more
than normal ralnfail and In some dry
districts the fall wheat averaged about
twenty bushels the acre and this by
very poor methods of farming. Then
In 1908 spring rains were light and
crops generally were a failure, so that
the farmers did not harvest them, but
plowed the land during the early summer for the next year's crop.
With a good tupply of moisture that
fall Hnd the next spring a boomer
crop was harvested in 1909 averaging
twenty-fivto thirty bushels and in
some fields up to nearly fifty bushels
the acre. Then In 1910 wheat averaged about ten bushels ar acre with
many total failures. One field of 130
acres on Qunbarrel Hill in Boulder
county that was summer tilled in 1909
bushels the acre, while
averaged 30
an adjoining field was a total failure.
Another field across the corner was
mowed for hay, while still another adjoining field made nineteen bushels
and another ten bushels. Then a field
of about 200 acres two miles from the
first field was summer tilled In 1909
and made an average of twenty-elbushels, while the average of the
whole district was only about ten bushels. This goes to show that tbe short
crops of 1910 were not so much tbe
fault of the climate as to the slack
n ethods of farming.
Now that we have had a liberal
amount of snow this winter and spring,
the dry farmer should get busy and
double dlBk all land not already in
crops, just as soon as the ground is
dry enough to work. Disking will put
the surface in condition so that the
rains will be more readily absorbed,
and In case the weather should be dry
and Windy it will prevent evaporation.
Last spring I disked part of a field in
March, then early in May we listed the
field In corn. The part that was disked
was In fine condition with moisture
fourteen inches deep, while the part
not disked was bo dry and hard we
could hardly list It at all. The disked
part made good growth with a small
ear on nearly every stalk, while that
not disked never got more than a foot
high the season long. Every one farmplains where the
ing on the semi-ari- d
average precipitation is less than
eighteen inches should carefully summer till a part of their land every year,
because ordinary methods or the way
they farm back east will fall about
one year In two.
What Is meant by summer tilling la
to disk after the binder or at least remove the grain as soon as possible,
then double disk which should be done
again in the spring as soon as the
frost is out of the ground and it s dry
enough to work, but do not disk too
deep, not more than three lnci.es.
Then plow during June or early July
not less than six inches nor more than
eight, using the packer every half day
after the plow and the harrow every
night. Tbe subsurface packer should
be used while the soil is moist, or it
will not pack the under part of the fur-roslice sufficiently to make good connection with the subsoil. The reason
for not plowing unlrrigated lands deeper than eight inches is that in order
to obtain good results the plowed part
must have good connection with the
subBoll, for no packer yet devised will
firm the under part sufficiently. The
air spaces in the plowed soil will break
the capillary attraction from below,
ao that no matter how much moisture
is stored it will be of no use to the
growing crop unless there should come
a soaking rain that would settle all
the plowed part, exclude the surplus
air and restore connectlor with the
subsoil. We muBt do with the subsurface packer what nature often fails
to do In the arid region. In summer
tilling do not plow too early as it
would then be more difficult to keep
the weeds down.
e

x

Caution on Pasturing Alfalfa.
Alfalfa ahould be pastured with
very great caution. In fact, the farmer who holds this matchless crop In
proper regard will pasture something
else and just use the alfalfa for hay.
But If the alfalfa Is to be pastured
about half enough stock should be
kept on It to keep the growth down.
By this method two or. three cuttings
of hay will be obtained In addition to

tbe pasturage

Another caution to throw out Is that
It ahould be allowed to make a good
start in the spring before tbe stock
are turned on, and should be allowed
to go In the winter with a good cover
Under no conditions ahould it be pastured in "old weather.
Good Polnta of Horse.
The neck and shoulders of a
re points that must not be
looked when buying. A weak
and a narrow breast do not t
the most desirable horse.

horse
over-

neck
with

Terrible

Evaporation of Water.

Painful Experience of Mrs.
Stephens. Husband Tries in
Vain to Obtain Relief.

Wmlr

In the laat two or

used

Tr

Kidney

rich

be Irrigated, and the tuibsotl, i
ing down a foot or two, Is al
hard as rock and has to be
by a sharp
pick or by d:
Impervious crust two or three Inches
deep. Through this oil crust no moisture could by any possibility go to
the soil beneath It, and on the other
hand not a particle of moisture could
escape from tbe soil under It Into the
air above. As the men slowly dug Into the flinty dry subsoil. Just beside
this hard water-proo- f
surface they remarked that when they got under the
road where no rain moisture could by
any possibility come they feared it
would be like rock. Curious to see If
Just the opposite might not prove to
be the case, the writer with a sharp
pick succeeded in baring a good strip
of the coll under the oil road. To the
surprise of the diggers, both soil and
covering
subsoil under this
was so moist that it could be spaded
readily with but very little use of the
pick.
We cannot cover our farms with an
t
protector, but In every way
In our power we ahould shut off evaporation. The high winds, the dry air
and the hot sun all combine to take
the moisture from our soil just when
we need It most.
That Is one great reason why the
forest condition brought about by the
cool shauy protection of the corn field,
leaves our corn land with bo much
more moisture in it than open roadways or grain fields.
The cultivation, too, tends to take
the place of the oiled roadway. For
this reason, too, our grains should be
put In early and as soon as possible be
made 't shade and protect the surface
soil.
The same principle Is Involved when
on tome soils some seasons the grain
does bo much better for being lightly
harrowed when two inches or so high.
It 1b why lightly disked or sharply harrowed stubble land grows better corn
or grain if thus treated the moment
the snow Is off. Anything and everything that will tend to prevent be escape of subsoil moisture will t .ui just
as strongly to give us a good crop and
a certain one. Evaporation should be
headed off in every way in our power.
It is like letting our money run to
wast to let our soil moUture get away
from us.
alr-tlg-

alr-tlgh-

FARM VALUES MAKE SHOWING
Aggregate Valuta of Land in Arid and
Seml-ArlRegions Have Made
Remarkable Advance.

In th top
Of an apple

TIPS FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER.
When washing lace curtains, put
them to soak In cold water over night.
Change the water several times in the
morning, then put on to boll In clean
cold water with borax, a teaspoonful
to a quart; boll IB minutes;
then
rinse In several waters until perfectly
clean. Never wring curtains In the
hands, as they are easily tern.
Rinse out silk stockings in aoap-sud- a
before wearing them, and after
each wearing; they will last much
longer. Cold water and naphtha soap
should be used.
Dip cheese and plum pudding In
.,
' . Jiu- .f
nD.ofltnn O.UU
I.
IVft JJ UlOItil
It Will
definitely.
Use a garden trowel for packing Ice
and salt in the ice cream freezer.
Instead of sewing up a stuffed fowl
use tooth picks, and lace the string
back and forth; the tooth picks and
string may be ea&lly removed without
tearing the fowl.
Wet the edge of the lower crust of
pastry when putting In fruit In a pie.
It keeps the juices from escaping.
Beets dropped In cold water after
boiling may be easily peeled; the
skins slip off with a touch.
A tablespoonful of coffee to a gravy
will add color when the sauce lacks
the caramel color.
Put your azaleas, buried In the
ground In their pots in the sun, watering every night all summer and In the
winter you will be rewarded with
plenty of blooms.
Rub soap Into the nails when working in the garden and when the hands
are washed there will be no stained
nails.
Thread In a box or basket often
causes much trouble by unwinding.
Wrap the thread once around the
spool and then under itself and it will
not unroll, but can be used from the
1 1

t-

1

spool.

Thread to be used In making buttonholes should be 20 sizes coarser than
that used In making the garment For
example, if 80 thread Is used for the
garment, 60 should be used for the
buttonholes.

d

regions
The arid and semi-arimake a remarkable showing In farm
values, according to the United States
A bulletin lsued by the cencenBus.
sus bureau shows that the aggregate
value of farm land In the sections
named is $10,488,000,000. This enor-mcu- s
value Is all the more remarkable
because of the contrast with the
$3,249,000,000 Indicated by the census
of 1900.
The value of farm land in
regions in 1910
the arid and semi-ariwas nearly half that of all farm land
in the United States ten years before
that year. Whether values of this
kind" In other parts of the country Increased In tbe same proportion or not.
It Is evident that they made a big advance, and from It al! one may form
an ',dea of the vast growth in the
country's wealth from this source.
d

d

'NE

deed may mar a life,
And one may make It:
Hold firm thy will for strife,
l est a quick blow break It.
Richard Watson Glider.
LEFT-OVE-

WHITES OR YOLKS OF

R

EGG8.

If eggs are washed In cold water
before breaking, the shells are ready
for clearing soup, jelly or coffee.
If out of salad dressing, take equal
quantities of beaten egg yolks and
mild vinegar; cook together until
thick, fold In a beaten white or two
and set away in a cool place for salad
dressing. Add any desired seasoning
to a portion, and with a little whipped
cream an ideal salad dressing may always be had.
l
Little Gold Cakes. Cream a
of butter, add a half a cup of
sugar and the beaten yolks of four
eggs; beat hard. Dissolve an eighth
of a teaspoonful of soda In a very little hot water; add a fourth of a cup
of sour cream, a bit of salt and nutmeg. Bake in small tins. Frost, when
cold, and place a candied cherry on
top of each.
Scrambled Eggs. Prepare crisp dry
toast Beat the yolks of three eggs
and a whole egg lightly; add two
of bacon cut In bits and
l
a half cup of milk. Melt a half
of butter In a frying pan, add
the egg mixture and cook lightly. Dip
toast In hot milk. Lay on a platter
and pour over the scrambled eggs.
Apple and Ginger Fluff, For a half
r
s
cup of
whites use
b
of
of a cup of sifted apple,
a cup of powdered sugar, a pinch of
salt and a tablespoonful of crystaiized
ginger cut fine. Take Inked apples
or apple sauce, put through a strainer.
Beat eggs very stiff, add bait, ginger,
sugar and a little apple at a time,
beating very hard. Pile In a glass
dish and put In a cool place until ready
to serve.
table-spoonfu-

Continued care in handling the
dairy products is the price of success,
A dairy cow should be allowed to
reBt from six to eight weeks before
freshening.
Where dairying Is not practiced the
call' will have also to pay for keeping
tbe cow a year.
The mangel Is excellent for stock-feed- ,
being greatly relished by milk
cows in winter.
The best market for skim milk on
the farm Is afforded by good dairy
calves and quick growing pigs.
Sweet corn is one of the very best
crops to grow to feed as a soiling
crop to the dairy cows in summer.
Just after the cow has freshened
she should have tbe same feeds she
has been given prev!' us to calving.
It ahould be remembered that the
milk cannot be increased In solids,
and In fat by the feeding of rich food.
To feed cows profitably without
sort of protein,
some home-grow- n
such as the legumlnouB bays, Is
diffl-cul-

table-spoonfu-

left-ove-

two-third-

one-tourt-

y7

HEN we shall build our house
"Its walla shall be the quiet
background for the loveliness of life,
hung over with the few records of our
own and other's growth made In the
playtime of art: Its furnishings the product of that art's more serious hours; Ita
Implements from kitchen ware to dressing table touched oy the sane and hallowing hand of purpose and taste.
William I.. Price.
LEFT-OVE-

CAKE.

R

Ways of using

left-ove-

cake are

r

well to keep In mind, as often a few

pieces of cake combined with other
things will make a most palatable dessert.
Peach canape Is one pr&tty dessert.
Cut rounds of stale sponge cake, lay
on each a half of a peach, pour over a
little of the juice and heap on a tablespoonful of sweetened whipped cream.
Trifle. Cut stale cake In slices and
spread preserves between them. Day
in a deep dish and heap whipped
cream oer tbe slices. Garnish with
a few berries.
Sponge Cake Porcupine. Cut large
squares of stale sponge cake, place
in a pudding dish, moistened with
sweetened orango juice. Blanch a few
almonds and press them, sharp end
up, Into the cake. Pour over a soft
custard and chill before serving.
Mock Plum Pudding. Soften two
cups of stale cake crumbs In a quarter
of a cup of hot. milk. If the crumbs
are dry thtiy may need more. Add to
the softenel crumbs a
egg, a half cup of sugar, a fourth cup
of molasses, a fourth cup of stewed,
s
chopped prunes,
of a cup
of raisins, two teaspoonfuls of mixed
spices, a fourth of a teasoonful of
soda, a half teaspoonful of salt, two
teaspoonfuls of lemon juice and a
fourth of a cup of flour. Bake in a
moderate oven 45 minutes. Serve
with an egg sauce. Separate tbe
yolks from the whites of two cggB,
beat well, add a fourth of a cup of
ougar, a teaspoonful of vanilla to the
yolks, then fold In the whites. Servo
well-beate-

(hree-fourtn-

once.

Berry Whip. Fill a diah half lull of
stale sponge cake. Sugar a quart of
berries, mash them slightly and pour
over the cake. Beat the whites of
three eggs stiff, add three tablespoon-ful- s
of sugar and beat in enough berries to color and flavor. ,
Heap on the dish and serve with
cream.
A delicious dessert may be prepared with sponge cake over which
is poured a soft custard flavored
strongly with coffee.
Blanc Mange. Scald a pint of milk,
add five tablespoonfuls of cornstarch
blended with a little cold milk; cook
for ten minutes. Add a tablespoonful
of sugar and a pinch of salt. Beat the
whites of three eggs until stiff and
fold into the cornstarch mixture. Mold
and serve cold with Bugar and cream.
'
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a man hath will he
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Oh. cheese It la a surly elf,
Digesting- all thins but Itself.
-

WAYS

OF SERVING TOMATOES

There Is no more delicious fr.il
the cows. These most vegetable,
if it may be so called, tbi
a
are
safe Investment
useiul animals
They do not go off Into a fence cor- the tomato. Sliced after peeling, U
ner and die of cholera.

All

night long,"
of thli

ould suffer with my back,
such dragging down pains
I could not stand It to walk or ride,
(Or it would put me In bed.
My health had been bad for two
yeara My husband got the best doctors that he knew, but their medicine
did me no good.
1 used Cardu), tho1 woman's tonic,
and it put me on my feet again. I
am feeling as well as I did when I
was 16 years old.
I used about 7 bottles In all, and
Cerdut has helped me more than anything that I used.
I took lots of other medicines, but
they did me no good.
As long as I live, I won't be without Caruul in the house."
As a remedy for weak, tired, worn-owomen, who suffer trom any of
the aches and pains caused by womanly troubles. Cardul has been proven
safe and reliable.
Composed of gentle-actinherb Ingredients, Its action is mild and natural, and It has no bad
It
Is therefore harmless for young or old.
It has helped others, and should
certainly help you, too.

DOAN'S." 60n all stores.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

ber the Name
Foster-Mllbur- n

The Largest Bells.
"Great Paul,' the bell of St. Paul't
Cathedral, tn London, weighs nearly
17 tons and is nearly 30 feet around.
The first "Big Ben" of Westminster
was cast more than 60 years ago and
weighed more than 14 tons. But "Big
Ben" had a crack and was cast over,
losing some weight, and the clapper
was made smaller, now being about
The
600 pounds Instead of a ton.
great bell, "Peter of York," cost $10,-00weighs about 13 tons and Is 39
feet in diameter.
The largest hanging bell In the
world Is lb the great Buddhist monastery near Canton. It Is 18 feet In
height and 40 feet In circumference,
being cast in solid bronze. 1 his la one
of the eight monster bells that were
Try.lt
cast by command of Emperor Yung
If. It. Write to i Ladlea' Advisory Lo about A. D. 1400. It cost the lives
Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
of eight men, who were killed In th
Tena., for Special Inatrno-tloa- a, process of casting.
Treatbook,
"Home
and
ment for Women," aent la plain wrapper, on request.
Paxtlne Antiseptic sprayed Into the
nasal passages is a surprisingly sucAll He Wanted Was Just Plain Eggs. cessful remedy for catarrh. At drugA youth entered one of the
gists, 26o a box or sent postpaid on recafes on Orand avenue and ceipt of price by The Paxton Toilet
ordered eggs. "Up or over?" asked Co., Boston, Mass.
the man behind the counter. "I just
Appropriate.
want eggs," replied the prospective
Willis Why do you call your madiner. "But do you want them up or
overT" repeated the waiter, and again chine a "sheT"
Gillie It is said to be the "last
tbe guest asserted that he desired
"only eggs." The third time tbe party word" In an automobile construction.
Judge.
of the second part insisted on his
query, whereupon the patron, with a
Wanted to Know.
sigh of despair, Bald "I guess I'll take
He My father weighed only four
a steak." Kansas City Star.
pounds at his birth.
She Good Graclousl Did he liver
Lumbago, Rheumatism and Chilblains
There is nothing that gives so quick
benefit as Hunt's Lightning Oil. The
very minute it is rubbed on the Improvement is noticed. For over thirty
WHATYOU NEED
years this Liniment has been acknowledged to be the best for these troubles.
Every druggist will recommend It
When the appetite is poor
Price 25c and 60c per Bottle.
When the stomach is weak
His Opportunity.
When the bowels are clogged
"Going to Wombat's weUdtng, over
on the north side?"
n
When you are
"Not I. I was engaged to the girl.
Wombat cut me out."
Is a short course of
"Well, come to the wedding. You
may get a chance to biff him in the
jaw with an old shoe."
ut

after-effect-

Cant-tanoog- ra,

"hatn-and-row- "

i

i
I

run-dow-

HOSTETTER'S

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of

STOMACH

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
InfantB and children, and see that it

Bears the
Signature of
in use For uver 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The
"We can
thing," said
"What is
one.

"That

BITTERS
IT TONES

always be sure of one
the wise man.
that?" asked the foolish

we are never sure

thing."

STRENGTHENS

INVIGORATES

One Sure Thing.

of

Try

a bottle today and be convinced. All Druggists.

any-

We Can and We Do.
"It has been demonstrated that we
can have plays without words."
"Yes. Also that we can have plays
without actors."
TO DBIVK OUT M.M.AKIA
AMP IU'11.1) UP THE 8T8TKM
Tako the Ola BtunanrJ UHOVKH TAtrTMLsC
CHII.I, ton li). Ton know what yon are taking.
lulnly printed on entry boula,
The furuitila
Bbowtnic H la simply - olnlne a. a Iron In u (alleles
form, and Ui mu- eff teal form. Yor grows
jwople ad clulli. i, eouta.

QUARTER CENTURY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC

A

Over Five Million Free Sample
Given Away Each tear.
The Constant and Increasing
Salem From Samples Proves
the Cenulne Merit oi

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

E.

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
lac antiseptic
powder ttr lac
Ar yon a
trifle sensitive about Uw sum of
your shoos T Many people wear
shoes a sis smarter by shaking
Allen's Foot-Ea- se
Into them. If
yon hsv tired, swollen, hot,
tender teet, Allen's Fool-Eas- e
glres
Initant relief. TRY IT TO DAY.
'Sold ercrywhere. U eta. Do uai
stctpl any subttllule.

lL

Rather Disinterested.
"Let me take your sister apart."
"Don't. She Is all broken up, as it
Is."
Many a man loses time trying to
explain a mistake that he might utilize tn making others.

Piomnv ...1 1. -- .il
nu hi a aunHHi. n .
fnannrx.
.taat nd lcln lor
rl.h .elaklr ;
Bola tT Priirstols .
? lar2l.
(
Trll iu.b...B.. a
sru Y, at. Y.

PRE! TRIAL

"That horrible weather" how pleasant It
really Is when you are welll Gartleld Tea
help always.

We all Admire a man who says just
what he thinks about other people.

1m a pinch,

.... in....

f eet'EaK.

u.ik..
muiuni
8.

er-r- y-

zrlZ

Readers

any uiincr advertised in ita col
Many a fellow who puts up a good ttmns should insist upon havine what thev
front is talked about behind his back. ask for.ref using all substitutes or imitation

NO ONE STRONGER THAN HIS STOMACH.

The celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disorders ol the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general
A
recent medical writer say.: every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
stomach (through the system of nerve.) and th atomaoh la affected accordingly.
ot the body
It u the vita
.' He continues, " so wo may be
said to live tknugh the.stomach." He goes on to show that the stomach is
the vita! center ol the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude oi various diseases which result therefrom no
'
medicine can be better suited as a curative agent than

M

much there la in nils
world Uiat I do not Waal
So,

Be good to

lfmjj&)

Missr-"-

P. O. Stephens,

OW

t.

It Is best to reduce the milk producing food, so that a mature cow will
dry and rest for a mouth to six weeks
before calving.
ilrylng Is larg
ell as
lod of

Fried Tomatoes. Cut smooth, solid
tomatoes in quarter Inch slices. Dry
each slice and roll In ornmlw, dust
with salt and pepper. Beat an egg.
add to it a tablespoonful of boiling
water. Have a hot frying pan with
drippings; dip each slice In crumbs,
then in egg. put into the hot fat and
fry brown on each side.
Tomato Hash. Chop cold meat fine,
season with butter. Bait and pepper;
put In a baklug diBh and pour over
cooked tomatoes that have been well
seasoned. Add a little butter and
sugar if liked, nojt omitting a flavoring of onion Juice. Brown In the oven
and serve hot.
Tomato Mayonnaise. This nance Is
delicious and goes well with broiled
fish, cold meats and vegetables. Stew
half a pint of tomatoes, soften one
teaspoonful of gelatine In a teaspoonful of cold water, add to the hot tomato, stir well and rub through a sieve.
Let cool, beating occasionally, then
It
add a half pint of mayonnaise.
gives the sauce a beautiful pink color;
heaped in cucumber oups or green
pepper cups and served with fish or
cutlets it decorates a dish effectively
and Is pleasing to the palate as well.
Tomato Farcl. Cut four tomatoes In
halves, place In a frying pan In hot
fat, the cut side down; cook until tender, then lift and carefully place In a
baking dish. Pour over a little olive
oil, a tablespoonful of chopped onlcn,
one of parsley, a half teaspoonful of
salt, and a dusting of cayenne. Bake
In a hot oven 20 minutes and serve in
the same dish.

at

Pont
nys J
place,

may be dressed with
d dressing, or to
sugar vies in honor

My limbs cramp
ed and stiffened and
I
felt completely
worn out Nervou
ness and headaches
kept me In an unstrung condition and
frequent passages of
the kidney secretions
added to my discom
fort I was soon relieved, however, after
1 began taking Doan's
Kidney Pill and when I had used
four boxes, I fait Ilka another woman."

could hardly move.

A

Pierce's Golden

MedleaJt Discovery.

everal months ago I suffered from a i
the bre&at-bone,- "
writes Mas G

Malvlna'e Pieasurea.
Malvlnat" cried the
old man, shaking a borny finger at
tie bills the rural
carer bad left, "mustard piasters from
j'.slin's. 60c; six teeth pulled at Dr.
vi Pollards 3! There's f3.60 in
oi.i- week spent for your own private
pleasure. Do you think, woman. I'm
made of money T" Hampton's Maga
"Dook-a-ber-

free-deliver- y

-

Mas. Mubkbk.

strong fast.
I am strong and wi l
ay's work with ease. Can eat evwythln
fgh wonderfully,
J will say to all sufl.
"lorce. He has my undying u'ratltuda,"

r of
r
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SYNOPSIS.
The story opens at Montr. Carlo with
Col. Tnrrm--e O'Rourke, a military free
lane ami something of a gambler, In hla
hotel. lxantnr or. the balcony he oeee a
suddenly enter the
beautiful girl
At the
b from eight.
earning table
him the French g
him to O'Rourka
undertake a secret
agreed to un-- a
ment. O'Rourke,
mysterious
overtake the mlasl
letter. The vtseo
to
package
ealed
to open It until oi
dainty slippers ar
under a doorway
finds the owner ol
be his wife. Beati
They are
avloua.
run away a year
reconciled, and op
the letter he finds
a Rnncnnn
firm offers him
that
,100.000
pounds for a Jewel known as the
Pool of Flame and left to him by a dying friend, but now In keeping of one
named Chambret In Algeria. O'Rourke
worsts the nobleman In a duel. The wife
Was O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to soon return with the reward. He dis-on
covers both Olynn and the viscount
board the ship. As he finds Chambret
there Is an attack by bandits and his
friend dies telling O'Rourke that he has
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
treneral, who at sight of a signet ling
given the colonel will deliver over the
Jewel. Arriving at Algeria the Irishman
finds the governor general away. Oes
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he has gained
possession of the Jewel by stealing It. In
dual O'Rourke masters the viscount,
eoures possession of the Pool of F'.ame
and starts by ahlp for Rangoon.
:

CHAPTER XIII. (Continued.) '
He mopped his brow, simply (as befitted one of Ms apparent station In
life) with the back of a hand, and
etood erect, exalting In the scent, the
Impalpable. Insistent
Indescribable,
odor of the Bait that Is forgotten of
none who had ever known It The hot
wind drove It gustily in his face, and
he sniffed and drew great lungfuls
and was glad.
"'TIs good!" be said simply. And,
the
bit later, while on the short-lin- e
brazen arcs were beginning to pop out
silently:
"There's the customs boat.
I'm thinking I'll slip below."
No lamps had yet boeu lighted below, but O'Rourke knew the way to
tils room. He entered and shut the
door. The afterglow of the sunset,
entering through the porthole, rendered the little coop light enough for
his purpose. Dropptug: to his knees,
from
the Irishman pulled his
beneath the bunk.
The lid came up freely as be
touched it. For a full minute he did
not breathe. Then, In ominous silence, he bent and examined the lock.
It became Immediately evident that
Ills memory had not tricked him; the
trunk was locked, as he had left it
that morning. But the clasp had
yielded to a cold chisel,
It was hardly worth the trouble,
still O'Rourke rummaged through the
contents of the box, assuring himself
that the chamois bag was gone. Bo
far as he could determine then, nothing else had been taken.
He shut down the lid and sat down
to think it out, eyes hard, face grimly
expressionless, only an intermittent
nervous clenching and opening of his
hands betraying his gathering rage
and excitement. At length he arose,
determination in his port.
One phrase
alone escaped him:
And not a gun to me name!"
He went on deck. Already the trop
ic night had closed down upon the
ttarbor, but It was easy enough to locate the captain and first officer, still
waiting at the gangway. From overside arose the splutter of a launch a
raucous sound, yet one that barely rippled the surface of O'Rourke's conHe stepped quickly to
sciousness.
the captain's side and touched htm
gently on the arm.
"Captain," he said quickly, "I'll be
asking the favor of a word with ye In
private."
Hole caught the gleam of the Irish
man's eye in the lamplight and
stepped back a pace.
"Get forrard,," he said curtly. "Carn't
you see the customs officer coming'
aboard T I'll see you later."
"Ye will not Ye'll hear me now,
captain "
Hole backed further away. "Wot!"
he barked hoarsely, raising his voice.
oo's master
"Wot! I'll show you
aboard this ship. Get forrard to your
! "
quarters!
he exploded violently. "'Oo ever heard th
like of It?"
O'Rourke stepped nearer, his lists
closing. "Drop that tone, ye scud!"
he cried. "D'ye want me to spoil your
little gameT"
The shot went home. The captain
gasped, and In the darkness O'Rourke
fancied he lost a shade or two of bis
ruddy color.
"Wotcher mean?" be demanded, low
oring his tons.
"J mean," replied
O'Rourke fn a
qu'ok whisper, "that the Egyptian cusReturn
toms officer lit at the side.
what ye've stolen from me this day,
or I'll tell the whole harbor what
re've been up tot And, if ye want

me to be more explicit, perhaps the and, eluding the rigor of Egyptian
word 'hashish' will refresh your mem- customs, as well as the vigilance of
ory!"
Egyptian spies, finds its way to the
"I'll talk to you later"
fellaheen among other avid consum"Ye'll give me back me property this ers; speaking baldly, is smuggled Into
minute or "
the land. Customs Inspections, furO'Rourke was at the rail In a stride. thermore, are as severe as might be
"Shall I tell him?" he demanded.
expected by anyone acquainted with
aa
A swift step sounded beside htm. the country and its inhabitants
He turned an instant too late, who had was O'Rourke.
reckoned without Denntson. As he
He felt, then, no sort of surprise at
moved to protect himself the first of- the brevity of the official visitation.
ficer's fist caught the Irishman Just
The inspector, accompanied by an
under the ear. And one hundred and excessively urbane and suave Captain
briefly
seventy-fivpounds of man and malice Hole.
consciously
but
were behind It O'Rourke shot into glanced Icto the bold, asked a few
the scuppers as though kicked by a questions which would have been
mule, struck his head against a piece pertinent bad they not been entirely
of iron work and lay still, half perfunctory, and took his leave.
stunned, shutting his teeth savagely
From the gangway the captain
upon a moan.
turned back directly to his first offHole and the first mate stood over icer and the latter's charge. Hearing
him, and the captain's voloo, guarded bis approaching footsteps, O'Rourke
but clear enough, came to his ear:
gathered himself together and sum"You'll lie there, me map, and not moned all his faculties to his aid.
Hole,
so much aa a whimper till I give you
demanded
"Troublesome?"
leave. Take 'eed wot I says.
Mr. pausing.
Dennlson 'ere Is goln' to clean 'Is re"Not a syllable," said the mate.
volver."
"Th' raon's sensible. I ha'e me doubts
O'Rourke lay silent, save for his but he's too canny altegither."
quick breathing.
The first officer,
"Peaceful as a by by. eh? Well,"
grinning malevolently, sat down near savagely, " 'ell learn wot for. Get up,
at hand, keeping a basilisk eye upon you Irish
the prostrate man while be fondled an
O'Rourke lay passive under the
He had
storm of Hole's profanity.
hammerless Webley.
Hole moved off towards the gang all but closed his eyes, and was watchway, whence his voice arose, an in- ing the pair from beueath his lashes.
stant later, greeting his visitor. The
Falling to elicit any response,
latter put a hurried question, which " 'Asn't 'c moved?" demanded the capO'Rourke did not catch, but the cap- tain.
tain's reply was quick enough:
"Not a muscle "
"Only a mutinous dorg of a deek-'Ere, 111 show 'im."
"Shammin'!
'and. Wanted shore leave and refused
'O'Rourke gritted his teeth and supto go forrard when ordered. 'B aint pressed a groan as the toe of Hole's
'urted none. Mr. Dennlson 'ere Just heavy boot crashed Into his ribs.
gyve 'im a tap to keep him quiet."
"Th' mon's nae shamming," DennlThe Irishman swore beneath his son declared, "He's fair fainted."
breath and watched the first officer.
"Fainted hell!" countered the capThe light from the lantern at the tain. "Give 'Is arm a twist, Dennlgangway glanced dully upon the pol- son."
ished barrel of the revolver, and the
The mate calmly disobeyed. The
t
gleaming line was steadily directed
desired by the captain retowards O'Rourke's head. Upon re quires the use of the twister's two
consideration he concluded to He still. hands, and stoutly as he defended his
to wait and watch his opportunity; opinion, the first officer was by no
for the present, at least, he was in- means ready to put up his revolver.
disposed to question Dennlson's wilHe advanced and bent over the
lingness to use the weapon. O'Rourke Irishman, who lay motionless, his up- e

able-bodie-

arm-twis-

kit-bo- x

S'help-me-gaw-

meBn antagonist.
The man it has
been said was as tall as and heavier
than the adventurer, and by virtue of
his position a competent and experienced
fighter.
In a
breath he had lowered his head and,
bellowing like a bull. launched himself toward O'Rourke.
The Irishman met the onslaught
with a stinging uppercut; which, nevertheless, failed to discourage the
captain, who grappled and began to
belabor O'Rourke with short, stabbing
blows on the side of the head, at the
same time endeavoring to trip him.
The fury of his onset all but carried
the Irishman off his feet. At the same
time It defeated Hole's own purpose.
O'Rourke watched his chance, seized
the man's throat with both hands and,
tightening his grip, fairly lifted him
off tils feet and shook him as a terrier shakes a rat. Then, with a grunt
of satisfaction, he threw the captain
from him and turned to face greater
rough-and-read-

odds.

The noise of the conflict had brought
the crew down upon the contestants.
Surrounded, he waa rushed to the rail.
With that to his back he drew on his
reserve of strength and, poising himself, began to give his assailants personal and Individual attention. They
pushed Mm close, snarling and cursing, hindering one another
in their
eagerness, and suffering variously for
their temerity. O'Rourke fought with
trained precision: his blows, lightning
quick, were direct from the shoulder
and very finely placed ; and so straight
did he strike that almost from the
first his knuckles were torn and
bledlng from their Impact upon flesh
and bone.
Fight as fiercely as he might, how-avethe pack was too heavy for him;
and when presently he discerned, not
In one but In half a dozen hands,
gleams of light the rays of a near-b- y
lantern running down knife-blade-s
he conceded the moment Imminent
when ha must sever his connection
with the Pelican. Moreover he had a
shrewd suspicion that Hole was up
and only waiting for an opening to use
his revolver.
Leaping to the rail, be poistd an
instant, then dived far out from the
vessel's side, down into the Stygian
blackness of the harbor water; a good
clean dive, cutting the water with
hardly a splash, he went down like an
arrow, gradually swerving from the
straight line of b's flight into a long
arc so long, Indeed, that he was
well-nigbreathless when he came to
the surface, a dozen yards or more
from the Pelican.
Spitting out the foul harbor water,
and with a swift glance over his shoulder that showed him the Pelican's
dark freeboard like a wall, and a
cluster of dark shapes hanging over
the rail at the top vaguely revealed
by lantern light, he struck out for the
nearest vessel, employing the double
overhand stroke, noisy but speedy.
That he heard no cry when he came
to the surface, that Hole had not detected him by the phosphorescence,
and that he had held his hand from
firing, at first puzzled O'Rourke; but
he reasoned that Hole probably feared
to raise an alarm and thereby attract
much undesirable attention to himself
and his ship. In the course of ihe first
few strokes, however, he managed to
peep again over his shoulder, and from
the activity on the Pelican's decks
concluded that he was to be pursued
by boat; which, in fact, proved to be
the cabo.
Fortunately the Pelican rode at anchor in waters studded thick with
other vessels, affording plenty of hiding places on a night as black as that
The adventurer made direct for the
first vessel, swam completely around
It, and by the tine the Pelican's boat
was afloat and Its rowers bending to
the oars, he was supporting himself by
a hand upon the unknown ship's cable,
floating on his back with only his face
outsof water.
Under these conditions, it was
small wonder that the boat missed him
so completely.
At length rested, the Irishman released his hold and struck out for
land at an easy pace.
Eventually he gained the end of a
quay, upon which he drew himself for
a last rest and to let his dripping garments drain a bit ere venturing abroad
In the streets.
Not until then, strangely enough,
did it come to him with Its full force,
bow he had been tricked and played
upon from the very beginning. And he
swore bitterly when he contemplated
hla preaeot position of a penniless
outcast In a city almost wholly strange
to him, without friends (save Indeed,
Danny wherever he might be), without a place to lay hia head, lacking
even a change of clothing. Hia
was aboard the Pelican and likely
to remain there, for all he could do
to the contrary; In hla present staia,
r,

h

i

Ths

First

Office n't

Fist

Caught O'Rourke Just Under the Ear.

d

was to be kept quiet at all hazards,
and he knew It full wall; 'or once be
conceded discretion the better part of
valor, and was patient.
CHAPTER XIV.
In the face of the fact that the importation of hashish into Egypt has
been declared Illegal by Khedlval legislation, the drug is always to be obtained In the lower dives of Alexandria, Cairo and Port Said If one only
knows where to go and how to ask
In certain
Manufactured
for it
islands of the Grecian Archipelago, it
ia mysteriously exported under the
very noses of complaisant authorities

per Up rolled back to show bis
clenched teeth. "Heugh!" exclaimed
the first officer, peering Into his face,
his tone expressive of the liveliest
concern. Without further hesitation
be dropped the revolver into his pocket
and received a tremendous short-arblow in the face.
With a stifled cry he fell back,
clutching at a broken nose, and
sprawled at length; while O'Rourke,
leaping to his feat, deliberately put
a heel into the pit of Dennlson's stomach, thereby effectually ellml&Rting
him as a factor in the further controversy. Simultaneously be advanced
upon Captain Hole.
But In the latter ha encountered no

wall.

Contains a sample
flans our
lifej
L&miHmVailn artists will furnish
you,
tor any
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n

-
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kit-bo- x

Tint

comet in 16 exquisite tints. Mors artistic
than wall paper or paint at a fraction oi
the cost. Kalaomine colon are harsh and
common beside the
d
water color
tints of Atabastine. Absolutely sanitary-eas- iest
and quickest to use, goes furthest
ana win not chip, peel.
or rub old
soft-hue-

to apply to the authorities or to attempt to lodge a complaint against
Captain Hole would more likely than
not result In incarceration on a charge
of vagrancy more real than technical.
And the Pool of Flame!
He
fumed with Impotent rago when he
saw how blindly he had ',umbled Into
Hole's trp, how neatly he had permitted himself to be raped of the Jewel. For in the light of late events he
could not doubt but that Hole had
sought him out armed with the knowledge that O'Rourke was In possession
of the priceless
Jewel more than
probably advised and employed by Des
Trebes; assuming that he had failed
to inflict a mortal wound upon that
adventurer.
"Aw, the dlvvle, the dlvvle!" complained O'Rourka
"Sure, and 'tis a
pretty mess I've made of it all, now I"
Saying which he rose and clambered
to the top of the quay with the more
haste than good will In view of the
fact that the splashing of oars, the
dimly outlined shape of a boat heading directly for his refuge, had suddenly become visible. Of course. It
might not be the Pelican;
but
O'Rourke was too thoroughly impressed with the conviction that the
laws of coincidence were working
against him. Just then at any rate, to
be willing to run unnecessary risks.
Chance, too, would have It that
there should be an arc-ligablaze
precisely at the foot of the pier, beneath which stood, clearly defined In
the white glare, the figure of a hulking black native representative of the
municipal police, whom O'Rourke must
pass ere he could gain solid earth.
For this reason he dared not betray
evidences of haste; his appearance
". as striking enough in all conscience,
without any additional touches. So he
turust his bands into his pockets and
sauntered with a
hat
perhaps not wholly convincing air of
nonchalance toward the officer.
The latter remained all unsuspicious
until and then the mischief of It waa
that O'Rourke was still a full five
yards the wrong side of the man
Hole himself leaped from the boat
upon the end of the quay and sent a
yell echoing after the fugitive.
"Hey!" he roared. "Stop 'im! Deserter! Thief! Stop thief!"
The black was facing O'Rourke in
an instant, but simultaneously
the
Irishman was upon him and had put
an elbow smartly into his midriff In
passing, all but toppling the man backwards Into the harbor.
It had been well for him had he succeeded. As it was the fellow saved
himself by a hair's breadth and the
next minute was after O'Rourke, yeli-tnmadly.
The Irishman showed a fleet pair of
heels, be sure; buf., undoubtedly, the
devil himself was In the luck that
night! Who shall describe In what
manner a rabble springs out of the
very cobbles of Alexandria's streets?
Men, women, naked children and yapping pariah dogs, fellaheen, Arabs, Bedouins from the desert, Nubians,
Greeks, Levantines the fugitive had
e
not covered
yards ere a mob
of such composition was snapping at
his calves.
Turning and twisting, dodging and
doubling, smiting this gratuitous enemy full In the face, treating the next
as he had the limb of the law (and
leaving both bowling), he seized the
first opening and swung into a narrow
back-way- ,
leading Inland fiom the waterfront.
d
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Care of the Eyes.
If a woman has the slightest

diffi-

culty with her sight she should lose
no time in consulting an oculist Nothing will bring undesirable crows' feet
more quickly than straining the ayes,
and local treatment to prevent the
lines will be inefficacious If the seat
of the trouble Is not attended to. It la
far better to wear glasses when sew-lnand writing than to let the whole
face have a drawn and aged look.
Of course, massaging about the corners of the ayea will make a tremendous improvement in a woman's appearance, but the work will be without results unless she does it regularly
aver) night Also, If she Is trying to
smooth away crows' feet, she must remember that stroking Is not to be
dona so severely as to loosen the skin,
baggtncea, but
which would causa
merely that friction la to stimulate circulation, nourishing the skin Uaauea
Foolish Question.
"Are you going to permit your son
to play football when he goes to col

legT"

"No. I'm going to keep him from It
In the same way that I have kept him

from smoking cigarettes."
"Oh, have you kept him from doing
thatT"
"Certainly whan ha knows I'm
looking."

Doetn't Med an expert to put
ctrrry
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DON'T FAIL to WRITE I
FOR THE FREE BOOKl

THE HOMESEEKINQ FARMER
looking for wonderfully productive

TEXAS

FARMS

in healthy climate, perfect title from
first hands, can nave details for the
asking.
Large body for selection.
Any good farmer can make this
land pay itself out on our low
prices and easy terms. Addresa
SPUR FARM LANDS
SPUR

DICKENS COUNTY.

THOMPSON'S
EYE WATER

SXMM JL.THOM PSON SONS

TEXAS

TOiS'sa

JJK&
.,

Tror. K. X.

The man who steals our thunder is
naturally under a cloud.
Garfield Tea la unequalled either
IHMnff1"'1 or a dally laxative.

aa an

Every man has some good In him,
but sometimes It takes a lot of coaxing to bring it out
Occasionally we meet a man who
would rather work for a living than
get Into politics.
There are times when every one
has to take a certain amount of bock
talk from his conscience.
Cure for Insomnia.
"Dibble says he can't sleep."
"He ought to read the war news
from Mexico."
Calculation.
"Going to make garden?"
"I dunno," replied the man who always looks discouraged.
"I'm busy
now figuring up how many tons of lettuce I'll have to raise to pay for the
spade and the rake and the rest of
the outfit."
Oh, Learned Judge.
California Judge decided that
there is no judicial authority to keep
a man from making love to his wife,
although it could stop his beating her.
The remarkable cause of this remarkable decision was that a woman in
Los Angeles had applied for an injunction to restrain her husband from insisting on being attentive to her. This
Judge was not a Solomon, but he realized that only a Solomon could be
trusted to rule upon the whims and
Inconsistencies of womankind.
A

KNOW8 NOW
Doctor Waa Fooled by Hia Own Caaa
For a Time.

It's easy to understand how ordinary people get fooled by coffee when
doctors themselves sometimes forget
the facts.
A physician speaks of his own experience:
"I had used coffee for years and really
did not exactly believe it was Injuring
me although I had palpitation of the
heart every day. (Tea contains caffeine the same drug found In coffee
and is just as harmful as coffee.)
"Finally one day a severe and almost fatal attack of heart trouble
frightened me and I gave up both tea
and coffee, using Postum Instead, and
since that time I have had absolutely
no heart palpitation except on one or
two occasions when I tried a small
quantity of coffeo.whlch caused severe
Irritation and proved to me I must let
it alone.
"When we began using Postum it
seemed weak that was because we
did not make It according to directions
but now we put a little bit of butter In the pot when boiling and allow
the Postum to boll full 16 minutes
which gives it the proper rich flavor
and the deep brown color.
"I have advised a great many at
my friends and patients to leave off
coffee and drink Postum, in fact I daily
give this advice."
Name given 17
Postum Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Many thousands of physicians use
Postum In plaoe of tea and coffee In
their own homes and prescribe It to
patients.
"There's a reason," and It Is explained In the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgB.
Kver read th above letter I A mvitw
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that the entryman had comply a
with the law in all respects to
the date of his death and that
they have since complied with
the law in respects as would
have been required of the entry-mahad he lived, excepting

The Old Cow Boy
Bootmaker

in me ua
of such entry.
at the e
piration of said time or at any
time within two years thereafter
Henry Van Vorst
the person making such entry,
or if he be dead, his widow, or
in case of her death, h is heirs or
PI devises, or in case of a widow
making such entry her heirs cr
devises, in case of her death
1
E.
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or T. Jernigan & Co.
proved by himself and by two
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
creditable witnesses, that he,
When You Want a Transfer Call us
she or they, have a habitable
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544
house upon the land and have
actually resided upon and culti- -

Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Boots $12 up. Also a good lot 6f
All work guaranteed.
218 South Main

Davidson's Transfer Co.

i
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Fine Ambulance
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Hard Times Prices

The Magic City Furniture an
Undertaking Company
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THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP
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hail in order to
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Night Phone 235

Day Pnone 211

renuired. but the secretary of

Miss Greathouse of Portales
tis- - was in the city this week attend
md ing to some business matters
factorv showing under ru
regulations prescribed by him.
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cultivate not less than one sixteenth of his entry, beginning
with the second year of the en reduce the required area oi cultry and not less than one eighth tivation; provided that the above
beginning with third year of the provision as to cultivation shall
entryman ha he lived, except
that in case of entry under S3
6 of the enlarged homestead laws, double the area of
cultivation herein provided shall

PROFESSIONAL

1

not apply to entries under what
H. W. WILLIAMS
is commonly Known as tne
Attorneys-- a
act, or entry under the act
:
:
New Mex.
of June 17, 1902. a reclamation Clo s
act, and that the provisions of
this section, relative to the
DR. S. G, VON ALMEN
homestead period shall apply to
MISS ELLA CURREN
all unprotected entries as well
Notary Public
Stenographer as entries hereafter made, upon
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
NewsOffice Phone 125
which residence is required; proRectal Diseases a Specialty
vided that the secretary of the
interior shall Within 60 days af- Clovis, N. M.
Phone 44
Kin-cla-

d

I

Money to Loan

We have Plenty of money to loan on improved farms stead entryman of record, who
may be affected thereby, by orin Curry county.
dinary mail to his last known
Union Mortgage Co.
address, and any such entryman
b. Apr. 25.

Sacrifice Sale By Owner.

J. B. WESTERFIELD
...PHYSICIAN...

1st North of First National Bank.
days, after the passage of this
Lfl by registered letter to the Phones Office 153, Residence 269
may. by giving notice within 120

Office

Lots
in Block 20, Clovis ie
Place, Clovis, New mexico, forj,o
Address J.
Anadarko, Oklahoma.
R.

Collins,

Box 472

a

M. 16.
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Seeds Adapted to
west

South-

Dr. D. D.

Physician & Surgeon.
igarri

1 make a specialty of
diseases
of the eye. ear nose and throat
and fitting glasses.

..

3

Swearibi

A. DICKMAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Plants! Plants!

If a burglur gets into youtr house and you have
money concealed there, the burglar vill 4et

your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house: that is the burglar business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in ur bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend It, spend it or lose it
so easily.
Do your banking with us. We do strictly
banking, that's all.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

DR. W. G. DRAKE
TREES of quality, backe
by a quarter century' tni
cessful business. Catalogu
on request.
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Wilbur Wright, Inventor
Dead at Dayton, Ohio.

N. ilorlor. Daniel B. I.anford all of Texico

Dayton, Oi.io, May 8(f Daytonight is mourning the

N. W.

Schooling. Gilherl

tr)c
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How
Ramre
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HIT.
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ton

Arthur E. Curren. Register

Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice For Pu

Notice for Publication

rpartment

I

tl. 8. Lend

Non coa land.
Department of the Interior. V. S. land office at
Fort Sumner. N. M., Apr. 2. 1912.
Notice is hereby given tliat I.rnmr E. Fine
of Texico, N. M.. who on Nov. 21. 1908. made
Homosteid Entry No. 01057. for West half
North ea.it quarter and West half South eaat

swer the name of

derire future

hia office In
sionor
at
on the Bth day of July 1912.

nn- -

r,, l.urre

CI

est:
11

l'irtie. Flora J Flick, Mall hew JT,cntr. .lames I.
Hinea. all of at Vrain, N M

New Mexico, on

W. Gilha.n. Robarl
of CIovIh, N. M.

HCE FOIt

PUBLICATION

Department

lor, U. S. Lund QHlc

Notice for Publication
Department of tho Interior, tl. S. Land Office at Fort Sumner. VS. M.. April 19. 1912.
Notice is hereby riven that John F, Vaugt.an,
4. 1908. made
of Texico. N. M.. who on
SE1-- 4
Entry. No. 0375. for
Homestead
See. 20, and tho Wl-- 2 NE1-- Section 29, Township I North. Ran so 37 East. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filsd notice of intention to make Five Year
proof to establish claim to the land above described, before William J. Curren, IT. S. Commissioner in his office ut CWis, N. M on the
loth day of June, 19111.
Claimant name?, as witnssea: Henry S.Curtis. Ethan (i. Blair, James F, Curry. Arthur J,
Curry all of Texico. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice for Publication
Departmentof the Interior, tf. S. Land Offlco
at FortSumner. N. M . April 19. 1912.
Notice Is hereby xiven that James M. wataon.
of Texico. N. M.. whu on Nov. 23. 1908. made
Homestead "Entry. No. 01063. for El-- 2 Swl-- 4 &
Section 21. Township 2 nJith. Range
37 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has flted notice of
intention to moke Five Year proof, to establish
claim to the Und above doscrib3d, before will mo
D. McBae, Probate Judge. Curry ounty, in his
office at Clovis, New Mexico, on the loth day of

June,

1912.

William M.
names as witnesses:
Franklin, ProatonGray. Pat Rose, G. Lehmann.
all of Texico, N. M.
Ar thur E. Curren, Register.
Claimant

Notice for Publication

fourth

In the District Court of the

United States for the district of New Mex.

Fort Sumner.

of Clovis N' v.' Mexico who on Oct 18. 1905
made Homestead Serial 1X1713 for nWI-- 4 Sec. H.
and who on Jan. li). 11)11. made Serial 0923S for the
sWl-l- ,
section 5. Township 1 North. rtanBi34
kaM. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Five year proof, to establish
claim to the !nd above described, before William
J.'Curran, U. S. Commissioner, In hia offlceat
Clovis. New Mexieo. on the 2llthday of May. 1912.
Claimant numea u witnesses: James D. Loop-e- r.
Mary w. warren. GeorR w Brown, all of
Blacktower. N M. Francis, G Callaway of Portal-- e
Arthur E. Curren, Reilsta-- .
Nil

third

..

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Non coal land.'

Department of

..

Arthur E.

N. M. Benjamin F.
th- - Interior. U S Land OITiee at
N M 'prilZ, 1912.
Notice fa hereby friven that John JBoppenmeyer

Notice For Publicatior
Nun coaj land,
urtmcnt of tho Interior United Sta
at Fort Sumner.
New Mexii

land
Apr.

Notice Is hereby given that Clyde M. Frager,
Clovis,
of
Now Mexico who. on April
6. 1907. made Homestead Entry. Number 04122
for NE1-- 4 and who on Sept. 17, 1909, made Ser07026
ial
IS,
tor the NW1-- 4
Section
Township 1 North, Range 33East. N. M. P. Mer-idiahas filed notice of intention to make five
year proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described,
before W. D.McBee. Probate
Judge Curry County, in his office at Clovis. New
Mexico, on the 21st day of May. 1912.
Claimant names na W itnesses: Dick L. Moye.
Benjamin
F. Hall. Victor Nelson. Rohert L.
Thomas all of Clovis, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

to the land above described,
hefcre .William D.
McBee, Probate Judge. Carry county: in his office at. Ciovi;i. New Mexicr. on the 9th day of July
1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:

James F. Curry. James P. Williams. George T.
Wilson. Alfred C. Fent all of Texico. New Mexico.

Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Non-co- al
07958
land.
Department of the Interior.
1
,S. land offlceat Ft. Sumner N. u.
May 20. 1912
Notice la hereby given that William H. Cox.
of Clovis. n M who on December 9.
1908
Ko. 01204.
made Homestead Entry
22,
quarter section
townfor S. F.
ship 4 north range 35 east, M. at. P. M. has
filed notice, of intention to make final five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land aiovu
described, before W. J. Curren, U. 8. Commissioner, in hisotTicei.t Clovis. N u. on the 9th

Claimant names an witnesses:
Lutner P. Carnes. of Olaud. N. M.. Par ' Suhnel, CI
1. M . Augusta Kos, of Claud. N .
Simpson, of Clovis. N. M.
Arthur F.. Curren, Register.

Notice for Publication

i.l.

Department

Ft Sumner,

r. V. S. Land Office

)

iU

1912.

1.

Notice is hereby given that Josuo O. .Stanford
uwor. N. M... who on June 7. IROo,
I. K.
no.
03255 lor S W
Sec. 1 Township 1 North Range 31
filed
M.
has
notice of intention
M.P.
tablish ci
William
in his jjof

Notice for Publication.
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the
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r

a
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M.

Arthur
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Curren. Rogistcr.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on coal land

at

02115

0

And

Of! We

1

is hereby given that Archie L. Dilling
ham of Havener. N. M who on Feb, 1, 19(17,
mode homestead entry no. Q8U5 for Northeast
quarter section 19. township. 2 worth range 34
east. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of infive-ye- ar
proof, to establish
tention to make
claim to the land above described befo.-- William .
J. Ciirren, United States Commissioner, in his
office at Clovis. N. M.. on the 8 th day of July.
N

1912.

Non coal land
Department of the Intertor. U, S. land offiee
t Fort Sumner. N. M.. May 21. 191?.
Notice is hereby given
that David W.
ilcholas of Clovis. New Mexico,
on
22,
1905.
made homes!
June.
U253. for Slil-- 4 Sec. 17. Towns!
36 East and
on Doc.
who
for
entry
Add'l.
the

Claimant names as witnesses:
S. Brawley, Jiserh G.
Brawlcy. John R. Hickman all of Havener, N. M
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Frank Magee, Robert

Notice For Publication
Land
rnrtmont of the Interior.

'

Non-co-

In the

matter of William
NoSo

Brooks Mersfielder,
A bankrupt.
To the Honorable William H.
Pope. Judge of said Court. Wii

lianiTtrooks, Mersfelder, of Texthe County of Curry, and
of
New Mexico, in said
State
District, Represents and respectfully shews to the Court, that on
18th day of December, A. D.
duly adjudged
1911, he was
h:mkrupt under the acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all Lis
property, an J rights in property,
save and except such as is exempt from execution under the
complied laws of New Mexico,
and has fully complied with all
the requirements of said acts
and the orders of the Court
touching his bankruptcy.
WHEREFORE he prays that
he may be decreed by the Court
a full discharge from ail debts
provable against his estate under
said bankrupt acts, exceot such
debts as are excepted by law
from such discharge.
Dated this 18th dav of January, A. D. 1912.
William Brooks Mersfelder.
Bankrupt.
ico, in

02095

U S

land

ill

A. Blni.
low of James H. Blair, dee'd,
oon July. 17. 190S, marie

M,

mant r.amcs us witnesses:
Albert B.
G. Blair, Aron T. W!llf-- ns
Is. .1. P. Williamsall of Clovis. N. M.
Arthur E Curren. Register

:e

at Clovis.

L
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Notice for Publication
Non coal land.

Department of the Interior,

At.,

on

th

.
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non coal land
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Interior. U.S. land olllre
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American Bank
& Trust Company
CAPITAL
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Railroad Time Table
113.. Ar. from

Chicago,

the

e.

10:45 a. m.

for Amarillo, Wichita. Kansas citv, Chicago
11 :45 a. m.
and points east
117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo and points east 11 :55 p. m.
117.. Dep. for Portales, Rosweli, Carlsbad and Pecos
114.. Dep.

11:30

a.m.

118.. Ar. from Albuquerque,

Mountainair. Ft. Sumner,
Melrose and points west
4:15 a. m.
118.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich

ita, Kansas city, Chicago
and points on Coleman

!

4:20 a. m.

cut-of- f
!

dry to produce a very heavy crop

Notwithstanding
afterwards.
this fact, there is every encouragement to believe that with
propor care in starting, alfalfa
can be grown on dry land and
that more hay can be obtained
from it thai rom any other forage crop, for each season finds
more farmers growing it without the aid of irrigation. Every
land
farmer on
s hould try at least five acres.

Alfalfa

in nil

1

ed

V. STEED
taker

Higl

Kan-

sas city, Wichita, Amarillo
10:50 a. m.
and points east
113.. Dep. for Melrose, Fort
Sumner, Vaugn, Mountain-air- ,
Helen, Albuquerque
ar.d points west
11:15 a. m.
114.. Ar. from Pecos. Carlsbad, Rosweli and Portales

Alfalfa is particularly fitted
for cultivation on the prairies
on arid and semi-arilands. It
does not require an excessive
Brooks Mersfelder,
amount of moisture to thrive,
Bankrupt
and it can withstand long seaOn (he third day of May, A. son; of drought. When moist$2000.00 Death Benefit
D. 1912, o i reading the pel it ton ure is supplied it resumes rapid
weekly benefit for Ac$15.00
enfor discharge in the above?
cident,
Sickness; $1000 for
or
titled cause, it is ordered by tie
of
loss
limb
or eyesight; $100
Court that a heating be hf. 1 It is during July and August, for Emergency Relief Benefit.
Cost is $6.00 per year. No other dues or asse ssment. Men
t court at Santa
Fe, in growth, provided the moisture and women between 16 to 65
are accepted. Reliable company
with $100,000. 00 State Deposit
On dry farms the second and for the protection of Policy holdrenoon and that notice
be published in the Clovis third cuttings are uncertain ers and to guarantee the pay-o- f
claims. Write for further
a newspaper printed in from the fact ' that the growth
giving your age,
information
to
up
the first cutitrict, and that all known of the plant
occupation.
sex
and
Address
up
ting
uses
the moisture to a Dept. 441,
r8 and other persona in
American Registry
Company, Erie, Pa.
Julv 25.
e, why the prayer of
titioner should not be
nBBMKsaauaG

il

ill

.EXICO

N.

non-irrigat-

James F. Curry, James P. William.;. Georrte T.
Wilson. Alfred C. Fent. all of Taxied, N. M.
ml.
r, US Land office ut
Arthur E. Curren. Register

Office

in the District Court of the
United States for the District of New Mex.

died early today from ryphoid
teveri from which he had been
desperate! ill for some time.
Definite arrangement for the
future have not been made, yet
it is probable it will be held Saturday afternoon with burial in
Woodland cemetery, south of
Dayton.
The death of the inventor
came suddenly at 3:15, members
of the family being hastily summoned from their rooms to
which they had retired in the
belief that the patient was making substantial improvement.
Dissolution came quietly, without a struggle, with the patient
surrounded by his venerable father, Bishop Milton Wright, his
brother Orville, his sister Kath-erinthe two other brothers,
Lorin and Rouschlin, and Dr.
Daniel Peckel Conklin, who has
been in constant attendance
since he took to his bed on May
4.
At 2 o'clock this morning
the usual examination showed
that the dying inventor's ternpa-ttff- e
was high, but that the
pulse and respiration had decreased. No fear was entertained at that hour, but thirty minutes later the attending nuase
noted, rapid changes for the
worse.
For approximately two weeks
the patient has been unconscious
and at 7 o'clock Tuespay evening Dr. Spitler expressed the
i,. :.iion that death might ensue
in a half hour, but the patient
again rallied and seemed to im
prove until the last attack which
proved fatal.
m
The death of Wilbur Wright
wili not affect the local company
it is declared. His stock prob
ably will be devised to members
of his family and Orville will
continue in active charge.

d
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Notice for Publication.
nd

When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
prosperlly is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it in possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with u. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an ac-

&
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SIAM'S THRONE IS NOT SO SHAKY NOW

It's an easy matter to forget An Injury, provided you don't keep forgets
ting you have forgotten It.

up
Competition.
"Royalty has its difficulties," reman Just marked the lord high keeper of the
buttonhook.
floor.
"Yes," replied the uneasy monarch,
r (In big department
all right. sir. You'll "It has gotten so that a court function
find the "Undertaking Department" on finds It hard to compete with the
scenery and costumes of a big musical
the fifth floor
eMbw."
Surgeon In Ancient Times.
High honorariums were paid surInhuman Fellow.
geons In ancient times. When Dar-fu"Upon what grounds do you seek a
sprained
the son of Hystaspes,
divorce?" asked the lawyer whom
his foot Damocedes was called In, an- she had
retained.
other surgeon of renown having tailed cruelty orJust"
to effect a cure. Damocedes was suc- "He
"Both," she cried, tearfully.
oessful, and the ing took him to bis would not support my passionate
harem and introdu
the doctor to longing for a diamond necklace, and
the ladles of the court. The ladles If
that isn't cruelty I'd like to know I "
filled a vase of gol
1th money and
Standard and Times.
Catholic
precious pearls, wl
a eunuch was
ordered to carry to the doctor. The
New York Journalists.
eunuch let fall the vase, and the care"Here's a man who claims to underful historian tells us that slaves gathstand bira:."
ered up the pearls.
"WellT"
"Can't we feature It?"
A Lady Humorist.
"We might," replied the editor ot
"Who says there are no women huthe New York paper, "If It were played
morists T"
up properly. Send him out to get an
"I don't know. Why?"
"My typewriter spells as funny as Interview with the first robin, and let's
see what he makes of It."
Josh Hillings in his palmiest days."
n

dear;
safer

but
to 1

given
beau; and everywhere that
went that ring was sure to go.
took the ring with her one day.
Bhe went out to tea. where she
display It to the girls, who num-

by her

Mary
She
when
might
bered

twenty-three-

"Non-suppor-

.

when the girls all saw that
ring, they made a great ado, exclaiming, with one voice: "Has It at last
got around to you?"
And

Time.
"How long have you been a widow.
Mrs Weed?"
"It will be a year the 4th of next
month."
"Dear me! Is It as long as that?
How time tiles!"
"Oh, do you think so? Well, If you
ever have to wait a year .to look pleasant when men offer you attentions
you'll give up the Idea that time Is
much of a flyer."
Bangkok lnt'mate that the movement to establish a republic In Slam Is becoming
RECENT advicestofrom
the young king who lately succeeded Chulaldngkorn. The new ruler Is well educated and
admittedly liberal and promises to do much for the advancement of Ma country.

lastly by beating bRck the firemen
who came to extinguish the blaze.
The troublesome animal is the property of Santo Accarito, who occupies
the top floor of the house. While the
Violent Eruptions in Islands of continuous that It has been Impossible occupants of the house were asleep
to witness the phenomena and their the dog knocked a lamp from a table,
Samoa at End.
results except at long range.
setting fire to the carpet.
There was no volcano where these
With loud barks the dog aroused
eruptions, beginning In August, 1905, his master, who quickly gave the
Scientists Say Centuries Are Likely to were centered. All the many vol- alarm, and all In the house fled to
canoes in the island had been quies- the street, except the dog.
Pass Before There Will Be AnWhen
cent for over a century. Suddenly the firemen arrived and attempted to
other Flow of Lava From
volcanic vents were opened on the enter, they found a very much ex.
Volcano.
floor of a deep valley about eight cited canine standing In the doorway,
Although
San Francisco. The volcanic out- miles from the northeast coast of Sa- ready to repel boarders.
bursts that for over six years have ter- vall. The whole valley was soon filled somewhat senile, the dog showed a
with lava. The ejecta built up a ridge formidable row of teeth, and the
rorized the Island of Savall. in the
hesitated. Finally one, somegroup, have ceased at last. of lava, about 1,000 feet thick, where
These eruptions have been almost In- the valley had been; and above the what bolder than the rest, flung the
cessant, and tbere Is no record of any ridge arose a mountain of outpourings dog to one side and the fire fighters
other volcanic center that has been 2,000 feet high, to which the name ol entered.
so violently active for so long a time. Matavanu was given. Over 30 square
miles of the Island were Anally cov- FATHER WAS WIFE'S ADMIRER
All the terrific energy of the Mata-vanvolcano seems now to have been ered to various depths with the fluid
expended. Dr. K. Sapper, Dr. W. Ore-ve- l lava, destroying many native houses Son Attacks and Beats Parent Who
and other students of volcanic phe- with their areas of cultivation.
Comes to Visit Him After FifIt has been estimated that at times
nomena express the opnlon that there
teen Years of Separation.
probably will be no other eruption ,of the outpouring of lava from the center
2,000
to
of
eruption
to
from
amounted
Matavanu for another century and
San Bernardino. Cal. When Oscar
3,000 tons a minute. The coral reef,
perhaps never.
Johnson was about to enter bis home
is
shore,
the
five
miles from the
The ground for their belief that the about
he saw a strangor embracing his wife.
volcanic energy has been entirely ex- outer boundary of the lagoon between Tne husband seized a brick, rushed
hausted is that since the first month the coast and the reef. The lagoon into the house and struck the stranger
of 1911 there has been a proaua! and has been entirely filled with lava for such a tremendous blow on the head
uninterrupted decline of energy, until a distance of about Ave miles along that he was knocked unconscious and
every trace H it finally disappeared In the coast and a long lava ridge was may have suffered a fractured skull.
built up in the sea beyond the coral
John-o- n
investigated and
October last
Then
waters
In August last the lake of molten reef. The neighboring salt killing found that the unconscious man was
caldron,
superheated
a
became
lava was covered with a hard crust,
ot corals and fish; and many his own father, O. W. Johnson, of
but cracks in its surface still revealed millions
Peoria, 111., whom he had not seen for
thus cooked, were collected and fifteen years, and who had come here
the rosy light of the superheated mat- flsh,
ter below, and through one or another eaten by the natives.
to surprise his son with a visit.
volcanic vent a little smoke was still
When Mrs. JohnBon saw her husrising. Three months later a cold sur- DOG FIGHTS WITH FIREMEN band strike his father she went into
face covered everything. There was
hysterics and becatne threatened with
She
not a trace of smoke, not a sulphurous Canine Would Not Permit Them to complete nervous
breakdown.
odor, no sign of fluid lava, nothing
declared she would seek a divorce
Enter Blazing Tenement to
a little steam here and there.
Quench Flames.
from a husband whose Jealousy was
So this is the end, perhaps for genso unreasonable and whose suspicions
erations, of the remarkable phenomPhiladelphia. An old and feeble, were so unfounded.
ena that specialists have traveled from but somewhat determined dog creatJolincon said be would take a secEurope to study. The trouble has ed considerable
In a ond look before he leaped again, and
excitement
been that they have found little vant- three-stor- y
tenement house at 623 sought a physician, who probably will
age ground from which to pursue their Washington avenue, first by starting attend both the wife and father for
work.
The ebullitions have been so a fire, then giving the alarm, and some time.

CRATERS ARE QUIET

Are-me- n

Sa-mo-

u
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FINDS COIN

BEARING

POTATO

Chicago Man Has Experience
Recalls Burbank at His
Best.

That

Chicago.
best experiBurbank's
ments with nature were rivaled with
the discovery ot a dollar bearing potato, a specimen of which was found
at the home of Edgar Bauman. 2741
West Division street, so he says.
"Yes, sir, there was a silver dollar
In the potato," said Mr. Baumann.
"Perhaps it had been grafted on the
young potato when it was only a dime
and the potato and coin grew up together.
"It was this way. Y'see, we get our
potatoes from a farm near had range.
111.
Today we got a new mess of
them. Our cook started to cut np
enough for lunch. On one potato the
knife stuck. My wife was passing.
Bhe Investigated. It was tougher than
a green potato. My wife and the cook
broke the potato open and there was a
silver dollar. There was some excitement around here for a while. We
opened all the other potatoes. But
they were Just ordinary, everyday potatoes and not a cent in the lot of
them."

Acquitted for Kissing Neighbor.
Allentown, Pa. Mrs. Hattie Wert,
dashingly dressed, appeared In court,
as prosecutor of David Llewellyn, who,
ene said, on coming to her house to
borrow a clothesline, took advantage
of ber being alone and kissed her.
Llewellyn admitted the charge and
said she was so pretty he could not
help it. The Jury concluded the kiss
did not hurt her, and acquitted Uewel- -

Schwab Plans Big Dock
May Construct

World's Largest Ship
San Francisco.

biggest dry dock In the world could
for navy business, and shipping
men here pointed out today that the
presence of such a dock would remove
San Francisco. One possible reason one of the objections heretofore raised
why Charles M. Schwab of the Beth- against the policy of maintaining a
lehem Steel company and the Union battleship fleet on the Paciflc coast.
works has decided to build the most
capacious dry dock in the world at
Hunters Point, San Francisco, was SET KING TREE IN NEW YORK
made known by Edward C. Holmes ot
this city, who prepared tentative Park Authorities Replace Royal English Oak Planted by Edplans for Mr. Schwab's Inspection.
In anticipation of the new business
ward VII.
that will be brought to the Paciflc
New York. A royal English oak
coast by the opening of the Panama
canal private capital, aided by a sub- tree has been set in Central park as
per cent from the Dominsidy of 3
tee official su :cessor of one planted
ion government to run for 35 years, by the late kin g Edward VII. when be
will build a dry dock 928 feet long at visited the Un ted States in 1860. The
Esquimau, R. C, on the Strait of Juan king's tree died In 1908 after a twenty
years' attempt by the park authorities
de Fuca. Holmes drew the plans.
"So far as i know," he said "the to nurse 1' out of persistent ill health.
largest docks In the world now com- The new tree is a perfect specimen
plete are those at Glasgow, 880 feet about 15 years old and destined to besize; Southampton, 830, and Bremer-have- come one of tbe largest and most per756.
The uew dock at Esqui- fectly formed trees in the park. Its
mau wlU outmeasure them all, and location is within a stone's throw of a
white oak set out by Washington IrMr. Schwab Is planning to outmeasure
ving.
Esquimau.
"I am not in his confidence and do
not know what his final decision will
German Woman Good Rat Killers.
Baltimore, lnd. When customs ofbe, but when I drew tentative plans
ficers opened a dry goods box ot a
for him they contemplated a dock
woman passenger on the steamer Urea-la!- ),
feet long.
on its arrival here, a dozen giant
"In return tor aid from the Dominion government the company at Esqui- rata hopped out German women on
mau will give government business board Instead of Jumping for high
the right of way, but It Is to be paid peaces. Joined in the chase and not a
tor at commercial rates."
rodent escaped. Every article In the
No American shipbuilding company box, including several picture hats aad
enjoys a government subsidy, hut the shawls, was destroyed by the rata.
Plant
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If You Like
a Little Quiet Fun
Ask some pompous person if Grape -- Nuts Food help

build the brain.
Chances are you
of denunciation.

get

a withering sneer and a hist

Then sweetly play with the learned toad.
Ask him to tell you the analysis of brain materia) and
the analysis of Grape-Nut-s.
"Don't know? Why, I supposed you based your opinions
on exact knowledge instead of pushing out a conclusion like you
would a sneeze."
"Well, now your tire is punctured, let's sit down
like good friends and repair it"
The bulky materials of brain are water and albumin,
but these things cannot blend without a little worker known
as Phosphate of Potash, defined as a "mineral salt"
One authority, Geohefjan, shows in his analysis of brain,
5.33 per cent total of mineral salts, over one-ha-lf
being Phosphoric
Acid and Potash combined, (Phosphate of Potash) 2.91 per cent
Beaunis, another authority, shows Phosphoric Acid and
Potash (Phosphate of Potash) more than one-hathe total
mineral salts, being 73.44 per cent in a total of 101.07.
lf

Analysis of Grape-Nut- s
shows Potassium and Phosphorus (which join and make Phosphate of Potash) is
of all the mineral
considerable more than one-ha- lf
salts in the food.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the constituent elements
of the body, says : "The gray matter of the brain is controlled
entirely by the inorganic
Potassium Phosphate (Phosphate
lt
of Potash). This salt unites with albumin and by the addition of
oxygen creates nerve fluid or the gray matter of the brain. Of
course, there is a trace of other salts and other organic matter in
nerve fluid, but Potassium Phosphate is the chief factor, and has
the power within itself to attract by its own law of affinity,
all things needed to manufacture the elixir of life."
cell-sa-

Further on he says: "The beginning and end of the
matter is to supply the lacking principle, and in molecular
form exactly as nature furnishes it in vegetables, fruits and
grain. To supply deficiencies this is the only law of cure."

Brain is made of Phosphate of Potash as the
principal Mineral Salt, added to albumin and water.
Grape-Nut- s
contains that element as more than
one-haof all its mineral salts.
lf

FROM THE EDITOR.

He Forgot That He Had a Stomach
Talking of food, there is probably:
no professional man subjected to a

greater, more wearing mental strain
than the responsible editor of a
modern newspaper.
To keep his mental faculUes constantly in good working order, tbe
editor must keep his physical powers
up to the highest rate of efficiency.
Nothing will so quickly upset the
whole system as badly selected food
and a disordered stomach. It therefore follows that he should have
right food, which can be readily assimilated, and which furnishes true
brain nourishment.
Q
"My personal experience in the use
and Postum," writes
of Grape-Nu- ts
a Philadelphia editor, "so exactly
agrees with your advertised claim as
to their merits that any further exposition in that direction would seem
to be superfluous. They have benefited me so much, however, during
the five years that I have used them
that I do not feel justified in withholding my testimony.
"General 'high Uving,' with an
that the expression Implies as to a
generous table, brought about indigestion, in my case, with restlessness at night and lassitude In the
morning, accompanied by various
pains and distressing sensation
during working hours.
"The doctor diagnosed the condition as 'catarrh of the stomach,' and
prescribed various medicines, which
did me no good. I Anally 'threw
physics to the dogs,' gave up tea
and coffee and heavy meat dishes,
and adopted Grape-Nu- ts
and Postum
as the chief articles of my diet.
"I can conscientiously say, and X
wish to say It with all the emphaala
possible to the English language,
that they have benefited me as medicines never did, and more than any)
other food that ever came on my
table.
"My experience is that the Grape-Nu- ts
food has steadied and strengthened both brain an1" nerves to a most
positive degree. How It does it t
cannot say, but I know that after
breakfasting on Grape' Nuts food on
actually forgets he has a stomach,
let alone 'stomach trouble.' It Is. la
my opinion, the most beneficial a
well as the most economical food on
the market, and ha absolutely no
rival." Name given by Postum Co,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Every day's use of brain wears away a little.
Suppose your kind of food does not contain Phosphate of Potash.
How are you going to rebuild today the worn out parts of yesterday?
--

And

if you

don't why shouldn't nervous prostration and

Remember, Mind does
from lack of nourishment

not

work well

It is true that other food besides
Plain wheat and barley do.

on

Grape-Nu- ts

But in

Grape-Nut- s

brain-fa- g

result?

a brain that is even partly broken down
contains varying quantities of Brain food.
there is a certainty.

And if the elements demanded by Nature, are eaten, the life forces have
the needed material to buiid from.
A healthy brain

important if one would "do things" in his world.
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at the best and least understood part of himself.
That part which some folks believe links us to the Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which to act and Nature has defined a way to make
a healthy brain and renew it day by day as it is used up from work of the previous day.
Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of food which supplies the things required.
is

"There's a Reason" for

Grape -- Nuts

POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY. LIMITED, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN U.& A.

KIMS QtOOKB)
SCALDING

A

I

Thiira

In tome localities allow an Inclination
to domand dry plucked, fowls. Aa
means of overcoming thla difficulty,
C. K. Graham of Connecticut, who haa

Any aged bird may be scalded without seriously Injuring Its quality If
It Is properly handled; but owing to
th large number of poorly dressed
scalded fowls, the marketmen plaoe a
premium of from 1 to 2 cenfa a pound
on dry plucked stock.
Boiling water may be used, but care
must be taken not to leave young
birds In the water too long, or the
skin will cook, while with old fowls a
little more time may not do any harm.
The head and shanks should be kept
out of the water, as the scalding will
discolor them and make them unsightly. Immediately after the bird
la taken from the scalding water it
should be dipped into cold water to
stop the cook, and, as poultrymen say,
to "plump tho bird."
The bird should then be hung as
for dry plucking, as no bird plucked
on the lap or the table will have so
good an appearance. If a scalded bird
la exuosed to a draught when being
plucked or when cooling, the skin is
likely to harden and become rough.
It la because of theBe possibilities
that dry plucking Is recommended, as
the condition of the skin to a great
extent accounts for the high or low
returns received.
MOVABLE ROOSTS AND NESTS
Nothing More Convenient In Cleaning
e
Than Long
in Fight
Against Little Paraaltes.
Saw-Hors-

After trying all sorts and types of
I

am convinced

e,
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LARGE PROFITS
ara taua derived
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For
low eaulere' railway rates and
descriptive MliiMrated pamphlet.
"Lest Beet West," and olber Information, write to Siip'tof Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
Canadian Government agent.

CONDEMNATION

MEETING

m

of Waatera Canada.
Thil excellent shoeing eansee
price, to edvaaee. Lend Tallies
.hnnld rtonbleln two rears time.fermlirnln iranlnr.roli
nr,
cattle rmlelnx and dalr j
nar ara all emfllilile. Keee
AO
t
acres are.
UonHteiilio'
to ! had . th vary Mat
dletrictat ISO Irre
par H ra mi
Mrhoota and
certain areme.
In every aeitle-mrn- t,
climate onexcellcil,
oil tha richest ; wood, enter

and hnlldlDK material
19
plentiful.
particular aa to location,
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W H. ROGERS
ISB W. Ninth St.. Kansas City. Ms.
Please wrtta to the acen t neareet yea

Ihoosehold

ExrprPaH

Every home should make
rootbeer in springtime for
its deliciousness and its fine
tonic properties.

When some crime or hoiror thrills us
Then we meet, all dignified,
And express the wrath that nil.- - us
And the thoughts have beside.
To express our condemnation
There's a resolution passed
Asking an Investigation
And we're through with it at last
Then the promptly-name- d
committee
Chooses officers and clerks
And moves on from town to city
As quite solemnly It works.
Testimony Is demanded,
Lawyers aro'.ise points of fact,
Witnesses are reprimanded
For the way they talk or act.
Time crawls on: we folks are hurrted;
Enrh day brings us something new.
By some other horror flurried
We decide what we will do.
Still the old committee labors.
Taking note of that and this
While we talk with friends and neighbors
Of the way things go amiss.

that nothing is better than a long
says a writer in the Farm,
Mail and Breeze. A roost of this
type, set on a smooth floor, and with
removable nest boxes, makes it possible to keep the henhouse perfectly
a year or so thereafter
clean at all times. The main difficulty Then,
The committee makes report,
experienced In cleaning the house is And we speak with gentle laughter
Of the slowness of the court.
the obstructions, these being usually
report, perhaps, is printed.
the roosts and nests. If they can be The
If there are more funds to spend;
taken out quickly and handily, and Laws of greater strength are hinted
nothing left but a bare room with a And the matter's at an end.
smooth board floor, the work of clean- Bo It Is; today we're vowing
ing becomes an easy task.
That somebody Is to blame,
Once a week I give the henhouses That full soon heads must be bowing
saw-hors-

V

mine In

acre. Other
proportion.

fro

great Is the possibility of scalding the fowl Improperly that dealer

roost-pole-

th.

return from a L,toyd- farm In the
t mlmter
eeaeon of 1910. Many
fl.ldaln that aa well aa
other dlatrleta yield
ed from M t S3

of wheat to the

Bo

roostB and

(Wtsttrn Canada)
BOO Bushels from 20 acre
of wheat ve;
thresher

In Saskatchewan

FOWL PROPERLY

Any Aged Bird May Be Treated Without Injurlna Ita Quality If
Handled In Right Way.

.

Splendid Crops

With the weight of unlit and shame.
In our primal Indignation
Will we stir things up a bit?
Launch a long Investigation,
Then, as Is our custom, qultt
TERRIBLE DREAM.

Ifyoar frees.
Oeepeetefeaietealtalleae.
Ua't (applied, we will mall yea a ptoaese
a receipt el See. ri.ase flee kit eases.
Writm for premium pasxe.
THE CHARLES E. HIRES CO.
288 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa,

FOUGHT HIS WAY TO FREEDOM
The Emperor of Rome Admired the
Courage and Pluck of
Caractceua.
One of tha most unique captives
ver brought home to Rome by Julius
Caesar was Caractacus of the early
Britons. This great chief lost everything In fighting to drive out the
Romans and was taken prisoner with
his wife and children. When brought
before the Roman emperor the proud
ruler of the primitive people never
showed the least fear. His arms were
chained, and the emperor roared to
try to frighten Caractacus, but the
brave chief never so much as quaked.
Instead he looked the monarch In the
eye and said:
"You fight to gain the whole world
and to make everybody your slaves. 1
fought to keep my own land and for
freedom."
The great courage the chief showed
finally touched the heart of the emperor, and the ruler of the Romans
resolved to see if Caractacus would be
as brave when facing warriors. On
one of the great holidays In Rome
Caractacus was taken to the great
open-ai- r
amphitheater where the popu- lace gathered. He was told that if he
could defeat the bold knight that
would b6 sent against him he could gc
back to his home. Caractacus fought
as he never had before; for some
thing sweeter than his life was at
stake that of his wife and children.
Justice seemed to havo tempered the
metal of his weapons, and when he
struck the strong armor of bis antagonist gave way before his fearful
blows. The result was that Caractacus
and his family returned to Britain and
to happiness.

Please Read These Two Letters.
The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise
It is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it
may be avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

She was four weeks in the hospital and came home suffering-wors's
than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia .
Vegetable Compound restored her health.
HERE IS HE It OWN STATEMENT.
Paw Paw. Mich. "Two years asra I suffered
very severely with a displacement
I could not
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
treated me for several months without much relief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
and I did.
I am well and strong
e

Pink-ham-

Qim-poun- d,

To-da- y

and do all my own housework. I owe my health
to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
advise every woman who is afflicted with any
female complaint to try it." Mrs. Obviu Rook,
R, R, No. 6, Paw Paw, Mich.
"THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE."
There never was a worse case of women's ills
Rockport, Ind.
than mine, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered. For over
two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed for a month
and the doctor said nothing but an operation would cure me. My
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound ; so to
please him I took it, and I improved wonderfully, so I am able to
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and never feel any ill effect
from it. I can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation."
Mrs. Margaret Meredith, R. F. D. No. 3, Rockport, Ind.
We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of these
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the original letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
44

They Saved His Life.
it pay to stop your motor car
after an accident and go back to see
what has happened? Two young motorists on the south side believe It
does.
With a green chauffeur these two
boys were trying out a new model
touring car. They were sitting In the
Best
back seat when the greenhorn at the
steering wheel gave It a twist and
came within an ace of hitting an old
man at a crossing. The victim was
Grow
so shocked that he fell to the paveAsk Your Dealer for Them Today. From ment, and a crowd gathered in an inTHE BARTELDES SEED COMPANY stant.
Oklahoma Seed House, OKLAHOMA CITY
Looking back, the motorists decided
that things looked bad, but that they
EYE
had better go back and see whether
ACHES
the old party was killed. Finding him
all right, but winded, they took him
ALL FREE.
for a nice ride around the parks. So
pleasant did they make it for him tha
when they tok him home to his wife
he introduced them as "The two young
men who saved my life."
They are now thinking of applying
for Carnegie medals.

FOR BEST RESULTS
PLANT BARTELDES
Garden
The
Flower

Ty

urass

Does

That

Field

Compound has been the standard remedy for feailments
male ills. No one sick with woman's
does justice to herself who will not try this famous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
has restored bo many suffering women to health.
MRkW rite to LYIH A E. PINKH A.M MEDICINE CO.
EPW (CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, tead and answered
by a woiiir.ii and held in strict confidence.

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES
2.50 $3.00 $3.50 $4.00 4.50&'5.00
W. L. Douglas makes and sella more
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 shoe, than
any other manufacturer in the world

Milky Way Causes Glaciers.
Another suggested cause of glacial
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND BOY8
periods is that they have been due to
WX.DoupiIas $3.00 & $3.60 shoes are worn by millions
the shifting of the milky way, such an
of men, because they are the best In the world for the price
Is known to have occurred. Assuming
W.IfcDouglas $4.00, $4.50 & $5.00 shoes equal Custom
that much of the earth's heat comes
Bench Work cost i k $6.00 to $8.00
Why does W. L. Douglas make and sell more $3.00, $3.50
from the stars, Dr. Rudolf Spltaler
and $4.00 shoes than any other manufacturer in the world ?
finds that thehange of position In reBECAUSE : he stamps his name and price on the bottom and
lation to the milky way might have
guarantees the value, which protect the wearer against high
given a different distribution of
prices and inferior shoe of other makes. BECAUSE : they
How much did you
Mrs. New-Wefrom that existing at the
are the moat economical and satisfactory ; you can save money
pay the minister when we were mar- present time. The stars are not only
by wearing W. L. Douglas shoes. BECAUSE : they have no
ried?
In the region of the milky
crowded
equal forstyle, fit and wear. DON'T TAKE A SUBSTITUTE FOR W .LDOUGLAS SHOES.
New-We- d
Nothing.
way, but many of them are of the hotIf youi dealer cannot supply W. L. Duglai shoes, write W. L. Douglas. Brockton. Mass., for catalog.
Shoes sent everywhere delivery charges prepaid.
How was that?
Mrs. New-We- d
fami Color Jfyelets far
type.
test
New-We- d
He didn't dare to take
my money for fear that it was taintNot In Any Way Desirable.
ed.
"Do those people who moved Into
flat across the hall seem to be deMRS. SELBY AND PRIZE BABY the
Camphorated
sirable neighbors?" asked the man.
"No," replied the woman. "I watch"I have always used Cutlcura Soap ed everything that came out of the
Camphorated Vaseline gets right to the seat of the
and no other for my baby and he has moving van.
They haven't a thing
trouble.
sever had a sore of any kind. He that we would care to borrow."
Uives quick and grateful relief from rheumatlo and similar
pains.
does not even chafe as most babies
plass bottles.
Put up In neat,
do. I feel sure that It is all owing to
Every inolbtir should know all about the different
Eyes
When
Need
Your
Care
Cutlcura Soap, for he is Una and Try Murine Hya Remedy. No Smarting
"Vasellntt"
preparations.
are
The;
Just what she needs for ajaaW-- ttew&yftj' '..jnaaa
ecla
the minor family aliments and rccMeuis.
J
healthy, and when five months old, Fine Acta Quickly. Try It tor Bed, Vttak,
S3
pp.
a
postal
fur
illustrated
booklet
Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. Illusrend prepaid. Add reus Dept. a.
won a prize in a baby contesL It Watery Book
In each Package,
Murine la
trated
makes my heart ache to go into so compounded by our Oculist a not a "Patent
Chesebrough Manufacturing Company
but need In successful I'lirstcians'
many homes and see a sweet-face- d
tor many years. Now dedicated to the Pub(Consolidated)
New York
17 Stata Street
Wc
26c
per
by
lic
lirugglsts
sold
and
and
llottlo.
at
baby with the whole top of Its head Marine Kre Salve In aseptic Tubes, wo and 60c.
a solid mass of scurf, caused by poor Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
soap. I always recommend Cutlcura,
Mrs. liyneH tnadnfKX) Ifiat yeai
:rest made
and nine times out of ten the next
leal Up
over iuu; soTeml hundrca
Something Just as Qood.
do wlibuul it."' ' iWw
ereir sold,"
"Cant
time I see the mother she says: 'Oh!
top,
Getting
pretty
thin on
Barber
"Once nsjed. always used." Is
it'iuswrlte
"
We Melt you on credit; If y
lilt we take
I am so glad you told me of Cutlcura.'
the dyspeptic to eat whatever ha us.back.
sir. Ever use our Miracle Hairgrow-ine- ? enable
o not write
OverM million pop.
wlabea. They cause the food to assimilate autl It
(Signed) Mrs. Q. A. Selby. Redondo
11a for agency If any onelsue
UlMtUNU"
body,
give
nourish
appetite,
and
the
In your rtclDity, for wo want o
nnt lu each
15,
1911.
California,
Beach,
Jan.
community, Bend postal .for
HoalUoo to
Oh, no! It wasn't that DEVELOP FLESH."
Chair
The
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint- that did It. Judge.
C. BOWERS. Desk B. OKLi
TY. OftkLA
0.
' York.
Dr. Tutt Manufacturing Co
ment are sold everywhere, a sample
THE NEW FRENCH KEMatOY. Ha.l,Ro.a.Aa.S.
hook, will be
of each, with
rwintRK,iT- Trouble.
DAISY FLY KILLER
TUCTD A I a fi Uwd In French
mailed free on application to "Cutlman seems to be greatly de"That
OttKA'l' SUOCSSH, CUES Ml'Nt,
UL.UUCH DISSISKS
cura," Dept. L, Boston.
1'ILKb, I liKCMl Ci.CKKb .4k IN
pressed about something.
Iw
LUlO
nlorf
"Yes. He must live in some town
tuvausiuaM uu.. iuufsiau, i.iimion. imu.
A
Man.
"
whose baseball team Is at the
I anytalng.
Unaran-- I
YOU WANT TO BEGIN OR EXPAND
"Mr. Wombat!"
teod effective. 16 CU. IF
icb at n. .1. " or S buslnfbs write lao Board of Trade, Weybo.ru,
"Couple of suffragettes out here
We want Industries, retailers and whets
eu.lr.rs. lilectrlc power, water, t nrl cheap. Builders
throwing stones at your window,"
The woman who doesn't care who HAROLD SOMERS. ISO DeKatfc
with capital needed. Imputation doubled this rear.
bawled the policeman.
knows her age Is never over twenty-five- .
wiih.nd
.aiet mnrk
"How long have they been doing
nrrimrr ctirpu atarctiea
clothes ulcast. W N. U Oklahoma
912.
that?"
hours."
"Oh, several
"Let 'eh9 alone. It amuses the girls
snd I don't believe they'll hit the win- Color more goods brighter and faster colors than
You can
an? other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. Theydyeincoklwaterbetterthananvotherdye.
dow."
dye any garment without ripping apart. Wtite lor free booklet How to Dye, Bleach and Mix Colors. MONROE DHtlO COMPANY. Qalacy, Ilk
d

Movable Roosts and Nests.
a cleaning. The nest boxes are first
taken out, the straw dumped and
burned ana the boxea themselves
whitewashed and aired. Before being returned they are supplied with
clean straw. Treatment of this aort
Is "death on bugs."
roosts undergo the
The
same cleaning process, being taken
The
out, brushed and whitewashed.
awful nightmare last
henhouse floor Is then swept clean and
"I had n
the whole Interior given a new sprin- night," said ihe footpad.
Should lice or
kle of whitewash.
"What wan It?" asked the burglar.
"Dreamed i held up the iceman, and
mites be manifest, an additional treatment of chloride of lime is given, but just after 1 got his money along came
this Id seldom necessary.
tha gasniaa and collected his bill."
saw-horB- e

For Rheumatism, Gout Lumbago, Ue

Vaseline

metal-cappe-

'

y

Pruo-tlc-

he Was Willing.
eDajrilna?," he sighed, "I would go to
th end of the world for you. Speak
but the word, and I will flee to the uttermost corner of the universe, to
ray devotion."
pro
smiled the fair young girl,
"Wall."
chickens
raising
In
profit
is
There
whllo
the
tndtr llghc of her soul
when they are properly handled.
basked In lambent radiance In her
Dump the litter from the nests
now and burn It Just as soon glorious eyes, "suppose you trot along,
Hearyy.
That new trust magnate Is
dumped.
as
afternoon, and I don't
coming
this
shallow
over
a
Poultry wire tacked
spoiling
box makes a good feeder for bran or want you mooning around and
a good catch.'"
a dry mash.
Hens over two years old are seldom good layers, and unless good as
H
Waa a Sport.
breeders should be disposed of.
Eettem Vias, sir, old Darwin was a
egg gambler.
For the first meal a
mixed with dry bread crumbs Is best,
Wrtf - Why, Darwin never wagerstale bread soak la milk and squcoaed ed a cent In ls life.
dry Is good.
Bettem Wall, didn't that fellow
The farmer can produce a pound of who lectured last night say that Darichlcken as cheaply as he can a pound win wrote some great books of the
of beef, pork or mutton, and it alwaya races?
brings a better price.
Sell oft the scrub chickens and have
Mve Expressive.
only one breed. This 1b especially so
Wtnmow'e Boothtnff Symp for Children
Nozitt Yea, young Bliggers had to Mrs.
One breed at a
teething, eofteua the gumi, redue.a Inflainma-turn- ,
iwlth the beginner.
He lost all his
assignment.
an
make
allagra paiu. aurea wind colic, She a bottle.
time and perfect that.
money playing bridge whist.
Sezzltt Hum. Seems to me they
Some people are such sticklers for
choosing a breed If you must ought to call it suspension bridge form that they expect Dame Fortune
whist.
to remember their "at home" days.
hem closely yarded.
are
brooder
ilckens raised in a
Tho Difficulty.
ndered weak and tender by too
Unsightly eruptions disappear after a coarse
Ma ii a
Kou wish at Gaxfleld Tea.
heat, and not enough ventl-the- y
uble?
grow rapidly and make to reslg
a strain on
Tha man who wears a silk hat
layers.
salary your shouldn't butt In.
houses and nests should be
press agent says I get.
d

a

AGENTS WANTED

Tuft's Pills

Booaua of tho

e.

KKWriUNS-KlTaSSS-

c

SX

--

.

tall-end.-

Haakat-cUowa-

;

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Impolite.
"Why wouldn't you put out your
tongue for the doctor this morning,
Karl?"
I don't
"Ob, Emmy, I couldn't.
know him well enough." FUegende
Blaetter.
Inauendo,
"What's Cholly so angry about?"
"Oh, some rude girl askad him It ha
was a suffragette."

Reduce The Feed Bill Impiove The Animals
and Muleu
k
k
and
health and coudltii

Oowt Flv
Hens
and fat, autl

Qoata
Soraea and Hogs
better

cea;

utfy, frizzly, gray halra-

-

Us

r Milk and Butter;
and all aa well aa
rapidly and keep in

Cottonseed Meal and Cottonseed Hulls

or Nursing Stock, Harea,
For Brooding
valuable. Much better than Hay,

Cowa, Bowa o

far cheaper tl
Write (or free Ujoklel containing uiucu valuable luiormatlo

ttai.era

to

"U ORIOLE"

ea, It la especially

era.
feeders and Block

THE BUREAU OF PUBLICITY
Interstate Cottonaaad Crusher Araoolatlon
SOS

Main Btreet. Dallas, Texas

at- -

Following tha Rout.
Yes, I always take a
Hammactorre
The poultry business Is yet In its abort walk after the show.
infancy and offers a good living for
Mr. Knowsitt To the next town?
those who take It up as a business,
carefully looking Into the conditions,
lauch as breeds, markets, location, eta,

i

111;

D

Kind-Hearte- d

hard-boile-

d

HAIR DRESS! NO.

PRIOR, SI.OO, ratal).

suss

We are glad to announce the Notice of Final Meeting of
Clara Calkins
I
speedy recovery of our towns
Creditors in the United
fin Mondav morninc Mi
N. R. Williams, on of Texi-- r man Bert Curlesa who has been
Statea Court for the
o's leading attorneys, was in at almost death's door the past
District of New
the city Monday on professional weeks. Mr. Curless sustained
mmiiy,
Mexico
poison
bloon
ago
sometime
and
huaineBB.
two
weeks
for
despairawhile
was
his
life
It)
Mr. Lowden, employed at the
typhoid
with
fev:
ed of.
Do
. 211
hops as machinist, has been on
jit
Clara was an or
Mr.
Bankrupts.
Mrs.
and
Schooler
of
the
is
He
the sick list this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fi
i the evening of the
W.
suffering from heart trouble and Hewitt House have turned the
this community and wa well
lldren's party at a fashion
Co.
hotel
over
to
Talley
Mr.
Doretch
W.
W.
end
Mattl ews, known
and
rheumatism.
club. Mrs. Quanta U prepaid
loved
by
and
all
who
will leave shortly for Oklahoma. doing business under the firm
offspring
for the occasion. Thai
knew her. She was an indusIce cream and cold drinks of
littered with cast-ofshoes,
name
of
&
Doretch
Matthews,
W.
Mrs.
H.
Taylor
Dawson,
of
trious student in school and ohe- all kinds at Mears Pharmacy.
skirts, neckties, and other ar
at
Clovis.
in
Oirry
county nnd
N. M. is visiting her parents Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Ward left
District
aforesaid,
lunnle If you don't stand stilly
bankrupts:
Mrs.
and
N.
J.
Nix
Llano
at
tie
Monday for Los Angeles, Calif.
Notice
is
hereby given that
Hotel. Mrs. Fred McK ,nley alind also in the school Marcial after an ox tended visit Oral e Will there be ice cream
They expect to be gone about 5
so another daughner id expected the Final Report of the Trustee
An' kin
ake my new doll? Har lrin
Santiwith her mother
Raglanrts,
visiting
weeks,
1 wear the new apron Aunt Mar ran
this week from Melrose. Mrs. herein, was, on the 28th day of
ago and other cities.
me with the pink bow on It? But
May, 1912. filed in the office of
Taylor expects to remain
away at the youthful agt of 151
why can't I? I want-J- ohn
THE
TELEPHONE'S
Saturundersigned
returned
the
L. F. Sanders
Referee in Bank- years. 21 days.
whole summer.
Aw, mother, honest, hare I
BROADER
FIELD
ruptcy, and a meeting of said
jgot to go? Please, moth
day from Roswell where he went
She leaves to mouir her
WANTED - At once a good reMrs. Gunnl- - You'll drive me craiy,
creditors is hereby called at Clo- death a
to get the horse and saddle that liable
father,
ot you? The idea of your acting
You
know
mother,
both
cook.
the
Inquire
telephone's
three
at
News
the
vis, in the office of R. E. Rowsome one "just borrowed" over
no. Johnny, when all the children of
Neal, Ralph and Rus-twoffice.
brothers
mechanical
But
ingenuity.
every human being I know will be
els, on June 20, 1912, at 2 p. m.,
a week ago and forgot to return.
sler Calkins, three cousi
do you'know the ingenuity
J. A. Cook of Clovis pafd Claythere!
Do arou think I'm going to
to
examine and pass upon said aunts
Rev. Arthur W. Jones, State ton a visit
of its every day uses.
have folks say I didn't take enough inand an uncle.
several days
Report,
Final
to declare a final
Evangelist of the State of Texas week. - Clayton
terest In my own children to have
Ordinary uses of the teleThe remains were laid to rest
Citizen.
(hem there, too? Put that per.fume botdividend and to transact such in
is in the city visiting his brothphone are pretty well underthe Texico Cemetery where a
tle
down this minute, Gerald up'
Mrs.
Stroud
and
daughter from other business as may properly large crowd gathered
er, Mr. Otis Jones of this city.
stood; but there is an enorto pay their
You'll be a regular barber shop
Grady
in
were
city
Monday.
the
come before said meeting.
Rev. Jones is from Dallas, Texas
John Aw, mother, have I got to
respects to her memory.
mous field of long distrancc
wash? After I took a bath this morn
David W. Elli jt,
of the Christian church.
Highest market price paid
- A Friend
telephone service just outing, too? Aw, I hate parties! Who's
Referee in Bankruptcy
Eight of the Clovis young peo- for cream.
side the ordinary, every day
going to look at my neck, any
Received on J6. It.
Aw, gee!
ple went to Texico, Sunday, in Thursday.
uses of the average family.
Card of Thanks
AJ.Rhodes&Co.
Oeraldlne Ouch you pull! You did
to
carriage
an automobile and
Many families get twice,
my hair this morning, and what are
We wish to thank the Brother
Ben
Christian,1
who
is
employgame.
baseball
three times, five fold and
attend the the
Notice of Sale
you fixing it again for? I don't want
Odd Fellows for their kind
It braided I want It
They report an excellent time. ed at the shops, was called out
curled all
fold
real service
even
the
ten
is hereby given, that I attention also
Notice
Free-Wiofthe
(The wrecker to where
around
like the cook does hers
with
3
in
of
23
from
favor
to
the telephone that
the M. C. Spicer, as Special Master fering during
The score was
please, mother! Why can't I hare It
the illness of J. A.
C'toyis A couple of the young river is so high near Belen, sev- by appointment by
others do. They have no
curled. I
It
the
District
May
Stone.
God's
richest
advantage over their neighladies in the crowd won a hand eral sections of the bridge being Court of Curry County, State of
rest upon you all.
Mm. Ounnle Oeraldlne,
I
shall
bors, being subscribers tc the
some bunch of carnations - of washed out. Mr. Christian
New Mexico, will on the 3rd dav
whip you If you don't stop this inA. Stone and family
J.
Sunday.
which
Bell
Clovis
service.
But
same
course, betting for
they
stant! Here I am. tryinr mv best to
of August 1912. at the hour of
Clovis, N. M.
give you a perfectly lovely time, and
ingenious.
are
They
turn
to
Mrs. ii. I . Mason .is mi uusm
is almost a sure t ning.
- '
2 o'clock p. m., at the south door
r
you act like all possessed!
Why,
the long distance telephone
H. M. Johnson who has for after an illness of several weeks. of the Court House in the city The W. C. T. U. Met With
every woman there will criticise every
in
emergencies.
They emother woman's children, and do you
several weeks been visiting
It is refreshing to step up to of Clovis in said county, sell at
Mrs. Lauer.
ploy long distance to give inthink I'm going to let you go looking
home folks in Missouri, returned the Liebelt Addition and see the public auction to the highest
like
a curled up lltUe fright? Stand
creased
convenience,
reto
The ladies of the W. C. T. U.
to Clovis, this week.
beautiful trees. We are told and best bidder for cash, the
still, for mercy's sake!
lieve
bind
anxiety,
to
the
John Aw, what do 1 put on now,
Last Tuesday night Miss Hel- that a recent vaudiville team following described real estate met Monday afternoon with Mrs.
family together in spite of
mother? Aw y6u hurt. I did wash-Q.
J.
thirty
Lauer.
beineabout
were
so
impressed
with the trees with all buildings and improveen Coons charmingly entertained
Ounnle I believe you do It on
seperation, to promote social
purpose to torment me! There's a
ten of her friends at her pretty and with the addition in general ments thereon. Said real estate present 10 enjoy cne program ot
life,
share
happiness,
express
the afternoon which was on
black streak all around your neck
Parlor that they purchased some lots, is described as follows:
home in east Clovis.
sympathy and enlarge their
and your ears John Ounnle, you
v V"
Prayer"
Chil-with
C.
S
Mr
paying
all
cash for them. One
games were enjoyed to the fulAll of Lots numbered Two (2)
march straight back Into the bath
interests
every
hand.
on
To
room and use the soap! Lots of It!
lest extent by those present. is not likely to consider the cost and Three (3) in Block number ders as lead r of theTfesson.
them
the
telephone
is
far
Roll Call was answered with
Or you won't go a step!
(41) in North-ParLight refreshments were served. and care these trees have occa Forty-on- e
more than a convenience for
John Honest, kin I stay at home?
well
prepared
papers
by
Mrs.
I'd lots rather, ah' I'll ask Billy
J. Hemphill and family expect sioned. It has taken muck pains- addition to the city of Clovis. Calloway,
ordering
groceries.
Mrs. Stewart,
and.
come over and bring his airship
to leave shortly for point3 in taking work to plant these trees Curry County and State of New
These wider uses of the
Mary
Miss
Mrs. Ounnle (In tones of tragedy)
Knight.
Kentucky, for the summer. Mr. and keep them in a healthy Mexico, as shown on the official
telephone are important.
You're not going to stay at home! Go
Mrs.
delighted
Pitts
her
hear
growing
condition. When asked platt of said addition to Clovis,
Hemphill and family have enaud wash this minute!
And, by the way, long disers by a well rendered solo.
as
to
probable
the
Geraldine I don't want to wear
cost
Mex.
New
of
these
Cloto
deared themselves
their
tance messages are not as
Miss Madge Calloway render-- !
that petticoat! I don't like that pettiThe said
and prem
vis friends who trust they will trees, we were informed that
expensive as you may think.
coat, mother! Please let me wear the
ed an excellent piano solo.
blue gingham one with the ruffles!
iind it convenient to return in more than five thousand dollars ises to be sold to satisfy two cerCall
"Long
Distance"
and
Ice cream and cake was served
had
been
expended
Mrs. Ounnle Blue gingham! Under
judgments
on
tain
in
We
rendered
them.
the
the fall.
inquire about rates.
a white lingerie dreso that cost 125!
at the close of the meeting. The
glad
are
that
above
in
on
named
Court
others
Clovis
March
Attorney W. A. Gillenwatei
If you are only 12 years old I should
THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND
have caught the inspiration and 29th, 1912, one in favor of J. F. society adjourned to meet next
It Isn't asking too much to Inthink
made a flying business trip to
TELEGRAPH
COMPANY.
are making their homes more at Bennett and against Wm. J. time with Mrs. Ella Johnson.
sist on your having a little common
Portales. Monday, and reports
sense, Oeraldlne!
Stand still!
Downing, and Emma V. Down- Mi
Portales as 'picking up' some tractive.
and
Mrs.
Geraldine Kin I wear your diaing,
sum
for
the
of
$798.00
and
Muss
Kathenne Burns, one of
mond hair comb? And your sparkly
what.
Boykin Entertain
necklace? Oh, please, mother, let me
Clovis' most popular teachers, costs, including $78.00 as attort rainmaster r. J. Evans pur
wear the necklace the one with the
TV
Mr. and Mrs. Dug Hammond
neys
being
fees,
No.
475
case
ieiiay, after a on the docket of said
chased the pretty bungalow rciumeu
emeralds
an' diamonds an'
Court, and and daughter Miss Vera made a
Mrs. Ounnle No!
home of Ben Townsend near the month's vacation to Eldorado
John Oh, mother, I forgot an' left
Springs, Mo. She was accom- which was consolidated by or- flying trip to the beautiful ranch
High School,
Monday.
Mr.
the water turned on in the bowl, an'
by her sisters, Mrs. M. der of Court, with case No. 459 of Sig Boykin 30 miles north of
panied
it's run ii in' all over the floor an'
Townsend finds it necessary to
Round
Trip
F. McMien of Media polis, 0., the same being R. C. Hatch V. Clovis in a big auto. The
Summer
Geraldine Goody! Goody! I'll put
leave on account of climatic conmy fan on this chain an'
most delightfully spent on
and Mrs. VV. L. Lewis of Eldo- S. Wm. I. Downing and Emma
I
Tourists
Fare
ditions.
broke It, mother
your long gold
rado Springs, Mo. They will V. Downing, in which judgment that spacious ranch. The party,
On
one
sale
June 1st to September
W. L. Mansfield, wife and
visit their mother end sister a was rendered in favor of said including Mr. and Mrs, Boykin, 30th, 1912. To points
east and John Hurry up, mother-r-r-r- !
children, Dr. and Mrs. Chapman, few
weeks at this nlace. Miss plaintiff R C. Hatch for the sum ate their dinners at the Coone-vaug- west. Final return limit Octo- runnin' out Into the hail an'
Miss Haihe. Dr. Dillon, Master
Mrs. Ounnle (ten minutes later) If
where their dinner was ber 31st, 1912.
Burnes will teach in our schools of $320.00 and costs, including
you stir from this room, John Ounnle,
s
With
Howard Dennis and Dixie Mor- this
$30.00 as attorneys fees, and in spread under those big trees on going
winter.
till we go, I I don't know what I'll
and returning trips.
row went over to Hereford, Sundo to you, but it'll be something awwhich conaolidated actions the which were planted over thirty
Miss
Harriet
DeGann
sisand
$7.25 Round trip to Artesia, ful! Geraldine, stand still till I get
day, in an automobile for a fishplaintiff J. F. Bennet, was ad- years ago and stand out like oaN.
M. On sale May 30th, 31st your dress fastened! Put down that
ing trip. The crowd went well ter from Grady were in the citv judged the holder
of a firft and sis on the desert. The party
Tuesday,
tube of paste! And don't handle your
shopping.
prepared, taking with them a
prior mortgage iien on said real came well prepared with plenty and June 1st. Return Limit hair ribbons you're smashing them
Miss
Zura Hayden left for
small .tove and other necessary
all down! John, put on your collar!
estate for said sum of $798.00 of ices, together with all the June 3rd.
John Aw. I hate parties! I hate
articles, ice and good things to Amarillo, Monday, to visit rela- and costs, and that thj plaintiff good thinirs the ranch could a.h
$56.95 Clovis, N. M. toWash- girls! I won't dance!
I won't!
drink. They report a most ex- tives.
U.
iRton,
C. On sale June 5th
R. C. Hatct), was adjudged the ford and the entire nartv
eninv.
,
Mrs. Ounnle Now, see here, if you
Mrs. R. E. Turrentine hist re holder
cellent time. Several had their
of a mortgage lien on ed themselves to the fullest ex- and 7th. Return Limit June uon't act like a little gentleman, with
overy
cameras along and took pictures turned from a month's vacation said
I know watching you, I'll
for the amount tent. Miss Vera brought her 12th. Extension may be had to never woman
you go to a party again!
let
to Macon, Georgia,
of the crowd.
July
Ft. Worth of his judgment in the sum of arms full of beautiful roses that
12th.
If you want a good square and Amarillo, Texas, and will $320.00 and costs, but subject to were grown on the ranch.
Geraldine
$8.35 Round trip to Slaton,
mother! There's
paste all over the front of me! It's
meal at a nice clean boarding take charge of the Commercial the first mortgage lien held bv
Texas. On sale June 14th, and all
sticky!
place, close in, go to the Cres- Hotel.
said J. F. Bennett above men
with
final return limit June
loth
Mrs.
Gunnle Stand Still! Of all the
Methodist
hurch
cent hotel, meals 25 cents.
children, when I told you John, go
tioned, and that said real estata Washington and
lfith.
Gidiings Sts.
bring me a wet
and I paid 2G
Misses Leile and Nannie Kcr.-da- ll Start in the Millinerv Busi be sold according to the provis
$17.25 Round trip to Santa Pe for that dress cloth
Columbus A. Clark, Pastor.
and your pink slip
ness
ions ot the statute, hv M. C.
N. M., on sale June 10th, 11th shows below it and the taxi will be
attended the closing exer
Phone 1h.
here in ten minutes.
Spicer
cises of the school ten miles
as Special Master, to satStand still!
Do you want to go into the
Final Return limit John,
Sunday School 9:30 A, M. and 12tn.
you know perfectly well you're
isfy
judgments
millinery
said
west oi jovis, and report a
business ? We are
according to Fred G, Belschner,
June 17th.
to wear your good clothes take those
Supt.
most excellent time. Miss Ken prepared to start you in the mil- their priorities and make due reoff!
Put down that perfume, GeraldFor
additional
information in ine! John,
Junior League 3 P. M. Mrs
put
your pumps!
dall says she never saw so many linery bjsiness and will furnish port of such sale to said Court.
regard
to
the above rates and John They're on
L. E. Tripp, Supt.
you stock and take our pay in
full of water! I had
good things to eat. so they must
my
Witness
hand this 5th dav
routes please call on me at tick- 'em in the bath room! 'Kin I wear y
land or city property. Do not
Eoworth League 6:30 P. M.
have been pretty well prepared answer without you mean busi- of June, 1912.
football shoes ? Aw, please, mother-M- rs.
et office or Phone 156.
Ounnle
M. C. Spicer, Special Master, Earl E. Forbes, President.
There, Oeraldlne.
for good eatables.
ness. Box 391 Amarillo, Tex.
you've stepped on my skirt tor the
b Jf.
Doc Jenkins and family return
sixth time and now you've torn it!
And the taxi will be here John, get
ea Monday from a pleasure trip
D. D. Swearingin, Pr
on your muffler and coat! Put on your
Lord's
to Ft Sumner.
wrap, Geraldine! And put down that
Irrigated Land for
ach
10
at
a.
m" stupid doll!
Mrs. Laura Turrentine is exWhat on earth
Wednesday
evening at 7:30.
Sale or Trade
a. m.
Ounnle (at the door) Aren't you ,
pected home soon from Aurora,
160 A. of fertile farming land service for all the people, led by
s meetinir for people ready yet? I don't see why U
Mo., where she has been teachtake so long to fix those kids '
,
in the irrigated portion of the a layman,
o'cJock
Sunday af- - itshould
Isn't as thmiirh th.v
ing school for the paat year.
The
public
cordially invited to
Portales valley. Water 8 to 14
W. D. McBee is in Aurora,
feet will sell on liberal terms or attend these services.
wl off
jrkcr.s meetiritr
Christian
Mo., this week attending court
Columbus A. Clark, pastor,
tablyi Chicago Dally
trade. Phone 194.
7:09 p m
Preaching 8:00
We Have a few atoves we
We have a few stoves we
The Reason,
Brethren's Chi
will aell below coat aa long
wili sell below cost as long
tw passenger was the only
s
at
was not worried by being In
as they laat. Clovis Fur. Co.
as they last. Clovis Fur. Co. church, North Thar
uc was a d
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